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Is predicted a 1952
..000 bales, clown six
the Ausust estimate.
orecast is scheduled,
d Wednesday mornIt will be based on
is Is of October 1.
ititrnal Cotton
production, ixiii and China. should
tween 26 and 27 miliut two million bales
year's crop.
Is. as far as the incperts can see now,
ad to oisange. The.
s but this has been
the fact that cotton
it down in the last

Selected As Rest All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper for 1947

Why Not
Do All
Your Shopping
In Murray
inited Press

Parade Well
Received
Last Night

and heat rash suftreated by a skin
oduced recer.tly and
otane that looks like
id induces no allergic
o

A fire prevention program was
held in Murray last night as a
light rain fell over the participants
and a large crowd of onlookers.

s

A stand was set up before the
city hall where a string band entertained the crowd until parade
time. The Stand was also used to
present Miss Flame selections fr4m
Union City, Murray. Martin, Fullton and Mayfield.
.
The parade formed at 111Urray
High School and went down Main
street to the square. It was cornpined of fire trucks from the various communities, the Murray
State College band. the Merray
High band, and the Martin, Tennessee band.

rook
rock cr••tril

Weedier

Kentucky cloudy and cool
with rain this afternooa and
tonight and ovar the alert
and central portions Frictso.
Low tonight 441 to 15 exiles.,
west and around 30 esst
and central port.ons

TOUR PROGRESSIVE HOOKE TIMM
PAPER FOR OVER HALF A CZN'TURY

pleasing refinement
yet warmly charmcterizes lovely Lynpattern is entirely
raved—an artistic
at catches light and
}trough the rich and
iauty of Cambridge
sinware and serving
table open stock.
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Despite their 10-0
a
powerful Eastern Kent
last week. the Murra
e
Thoroughbreds will go into stir
third game of the season as underdogs against Memphis State
Tigers Saturday night in Crump
Stadium at Memphis.
The Tigers will enter the game
against the Kentuckians bristlin t
after three straght defeats. The
losses were not the run of the
tnill kind. though. The first two
were to two of the finest teams
In the South, Ole Miss and Mississippi Southern. Their third toes
was to a top Louisiaaa team,
Louisiana Tech.
The contest Saturday night will
be the 17th meeting of the two
teams. The series dates back to
1926 with Murray State winner in
10. games and loser in five. There
was one tie in 1927
Two of Memphis State's w:ns
have corne against teams coached
by Murray's Fred Faurot. Eaurot's only win against Ralph Hatley was in 1948 when the Racers

ware Store
Phase 575

Damage Of Fire At
Dover Estimated
At ;125,000

fuel—
eater

TEC*

Marching Band To
Go To Memphis

at over •
y stove*

Murray Hospital

d eager-

attires!
AMR FINISH
STORK:7,3re

f

Wednesday's complete r c c (i r d
follows:
Census-37
Adult Beds-60
Emergency Beds-23
,-• New Citizens -I
Patients Admitted-5
Patients Dismissed-2
Patients admitted from Monthly
5:00 p.m to Wednesday 5:00 pm
Mrs. Zellner Orr, Puryear. Tenn.;
Sam 1 Jones, Rt. 2. Dover. Tenn ;
Mrs Wiliam Hancock and baby
boy, 403 Meet 8th Benton: Master
BiSty Frank Adams, Rt. 2 Hazel.

Mrs. Minnie White
Passes Away,Today
Mrs. Minnie White passed away
at her horde in Hazel this morning at 10:45. She was 91 years of
age.
Survivors tire three daughters,
Mrs. Grece Wilcox. Hazel. Mies
Verna Whit.,- Hazel, and Mrs.
Hilda Ellis, Murray: and, several
grandchildren
Funeral arrangements are incomplete.

won 26-14. In 1949 Memphis won
34-8 and in 1950. the last me)ting
of the two teams. the Tigsrs won
- .
The Thoroughbreds lost their
opening game this year to Tennessee Tech 13-14 after a strong
comeback in the second half that
would have tied Tech's two first
half TD's but for a juggled pass
from center on the last try for
point after touchdown.
Against Eastern Kentucky last
week, Faurot's men got off to a
slow start. with Eastern taking
the opening kickoff and driving
to the Murray six before big John
Roberts, 6-2, 210-p-ound tackle disconnected the runner from the
ball and Mac Catlett, Racer cocaptain fell on it to stop the
threat.
Gathering speed after a 0-0 halftme score, the Thoroughbreds unleashed a flashing passing attack
that netted a TD in the third
quarter when Billy Bone, rignt
end from Fulton, took a 20-yard
heave from quarterback Ray Lafser and raced another 20 yards
for the six points.
Fullback Bernie Behrendt's kick
was good for the extra noint. as
was his field goal in the fourth
quarter to give Murray victiry
In the baseball shutout star-e.
Faurot's success at Murray State
—he's won three of four Ohio
Valley Conference championships,
has always been founded on a
strong forward wall. Tennessee
Tech cracked this year's line to
pieces in the first game, before
It could be patched in the second haU.
it was the same story in the
Eastern Kentucky contest, except
that Faurot found the cement to
put the line together a bit sooner
in the second quarter.
Three freshmen saw a lof of
action in the ling.. and, more
than likely, will carry a lot of
the burden against Memphis State.
They were center Frank Edmondit
of Brownsville. Tennessee and
ends Wayne Clark of Mayfield, and
Tommy Miltori`ut.....pwensboro
Veterans who csfrne into their
own against Eastern included tackle Gene Mueller of St Louts.
Missouri: quarterback' Ray Lafser
also of St Louis: tackle Jobn Roberts of Donelson. Tennessee; end
Mac Catlett of Shelbyylle. and fullback Bernie Behrendt of Chicago.
Faurot was also pleased with
the performance of his third string
fullback. Harold Cannedy. a
sophomore from Greenfield. Ill.:
and first stringer John Bohna. a
junior halfback from Brownsville.
Pennsylvania. Between the two
they.:donned Eastern's pass attack
cold Cannedy's 65-yard runback of
pass interception set up Murray's
fourth period field goal.

MURRAY POPULATION — 1,900

EISENHOWER OR ADLAI
WILL SPEAK HERE JAN. 20
IT ISN'T KNOWN yet who will be "it," but work is
under way on the inaugural stands (below) at the
Capitol steps in Washington. The 'Lerida will be at
the east end, will mat 15,000 and coat $99,700. They
will be Identical to the stands used for inauguration
of President Truman. At left, Capitol Architect
David Lynn (right! and G W. Martin, superintendent
of the building operation, discuss the work. The inauguration tales place Jan. 20, 1953. (international)
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Phil Mitchell
Takes Over
Local Grocery

t Department
Df the
ONOMY

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, October 9, 1952

Mu- ‘;,..-%State Thorobreds Are
Look".Win This Weekend

One of the highlights of the
parade was the 1916
eagraves
fire truck which had a hand siren,
kerosene lanterns and hose drum
on it. The fire trunk was mounted
on a large truck for display.
Demonstrations were given in
front of the fire station on the
extingushing of gasoline fires.
The Murray Rescue Squad also
participated in the demonstration
The fire prevention program was
produced through the cooperation
of the fire departments of the
communities named, and the same
program is being presented in each
of the towns. The program will
be held in Fulton tonight, and in
Phillip Mitchell has acquired
Ma yfield Saturday afternoon. It' the Economy Self Service Grocery
was held
- Mirth% Theklifkill• on from Rudolph Thurman accordTuesday night
ing to an announcement made toThe program was enthusiastical- day. Mitchell is well known in
ly received by a large crowd last Murray, having worked at the
Economy Grocery for five years,
night.
and the past year with the Southern Woodenvonse Company of
Memphis.
Be has an excellent knowledge
of the grocery business, and hag
a wealth of friends who will be
pleased with the fact that he has
purchased the grocery
The grocery store is modern in
k ire estimated to have caused
$125.000 in damages destroyed the all respects having frozen toads
hotel, theater, five businesses and display counters and easily accesfour business houses in Dover sible stock shelves.
A complete line of traceries is
early yesterday. The Paris Fire
grocery store inDepartment was called at 2:45 carried by the
cluding fresh meats and frozen
a. m. and made the 32 mile run
over the curving road in 35 foods.
The store is also air conditioned
minutes. Truck
Driver
Milton
heat.
Brown was at the wheel and car- and heated with electric
Mitchell said that he is pleased
ried SeVell firemen to the scene of
to have taken over the grocery
the disaster. leaving 10 behind.
store, and will do his utmost to
The fire was believed to have
continue the service and quality'
started from a gas stove on the
of groceries and meats that
top floor of the two-story, woodEconomy customers have enjoyed
en Cumberland Hotel and spread
in the past.
quickly. By the time the Paris
Mitchell is married to the forme:
Fire Department reached the scene.
Miss Euva Nell Thurman and
three businesses had already buralives on North Ninth. They have
ed. They were the first to rea-h one daughter Phyllis Linn. The
the scene and Mr. Brown took family attends the First Baptist
over, getting the people organized. Church.
There Vera no water plugs and
Saturday the grocery atoee will
no system A bucket brigade was give away baskets of groceries eir_41
hastily formed and poured water hour during the day. Candy and
in the booster tank. Fifteen min- chewing gum will be given to
ides after the Paris firemen start- children who are accompanied by
ed working, the Port Campbell their parents. The people of the
truck arrived and soon after the city and county are asked to
Erin Fire Department was on the register for the baskets at the
scene, making their first tire-fight- store
ing run.
One ironic twist to the tragedy
was the fact that only two weeks
ago the people of Dover voted
to issue $325,000 in bonds to build
a water system.
Murray State College's marching
Homes and
houses
business
across the street from the disas- band. 80 pieces strong, will accomtrous blaze were soaked with pany the Thoroughbred football
garden hese to lessen the danger teem to Memphis. Tennessee Sat• of catching fire. The whole tolitn urday to, pepaaup the spirit for
turned 'out tp help the atit-of-toWn Coach Fred laurot's team and perfire fighters and utensils of all form between the halves of the
kinds were put into actin to ter- Murray State — Memphis State
ry water. There were no injuries game_
Under the direction of Prof.
in fighting the fire and the few
persons registered at the hotel es- Richard Farrell. the Thoroughbrel
band is one of the outstanding
caped 'safely.
The Parts firemen stayed until small college bands in the nation.
the blaze was completely extin- Rated tops musically, the Blue and
guished and were in action laver Gold uniformed band iF also adept
two hours. They returned 4.. Fans at marching maneuvers.
Jean Malone, junior from Starkat 5:40 a. m.
ville, Mitisisaippa is drum major
of the band Marjorettes are Gloria
Stice, Mary Ann Slice and Janie
Henson, all of Paducah. Kentucky;
Betty Stewart of Murray, Kenadtfrig Hours 10:31i- 11:911 A. N
tucky; Ruth Sherer of Rock Hill,
8:16- 410 P 1111.
South Carolina; and Marjorie McTAM - 8:80
Cord' of Vicksburg, Mississippi,

3111311tI1141E
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Politicians Take Off Gloves In
Bitter Fight For Top Offices
By United Press
Th political campaign is steeped
in bitterness today—and the bitterness seems to be growins
Each of the four major c-ndidates is on the road. On the
Democratic side. Adlai Stevensoo
will be in Missouri and Illinois,
Senator John Sparkman will be
tappearing in Ohio. Republican
Dwight Eisenhower makes stops in
and his running-m a t e Senator
Richard Nixon—is in Pennsylvania.
Each is expected - to continue the
fierce attacks on opposition candidates and parties which grew in
force yesterday and last night.
Stevenson. for instance, is getting
down to plain talk. In a speech
he'll deliver today in Kansas City
—a speech that's released now—
he charges that the Republicans
are a "do-nothing, care-nothing.
know-nothing party." He praised
President Truman as a "man of
independence."
"I think," says Stevenson, "that's
the thing I like about him most.
He want take anything off anybody. No one knows this better
than Toe Stalin."

Mountain
Changes Hands
Eight Times

Then Stevenson toes off on
Eisenhower. "For a moment. back
August,' says Stevenson. "the
of liberalism But the sheen ha<
all rubbed off."
Stevenson—who makes a radio
and television speech tonight in
St. Louis—last night made hip
most savage attack of ths campaign on Eisenhower. and on Wisconsin Senator Joseph McCarthy.
Stevenson was speaking in Milwaukee—to the biggest politiesl
crowd in the Wisconsin city this
season. He bluntly accused Limnbower of a complete about-face
on foreign affairs since he became the Republican presidential
candidate. In this. Stevenson referred to Eisenhower's ameziation
after the convention with McCarthy and Senators Taft of Ohio
and Jenner of Indlana.
Stevenson recalled that Eisen/tower has protested about his
humorous remarks "My opponent,"
said Stevenson," has been worrying about my funnybone I sin
worrying about his backbone"
The Republicans talked about
world affairs. Eisenhower—aillor
getting a tumultous ticker-tape
welcome in San Francisco. told
an overflow crowd that PreOdisstt
Truman's foreign policy had permitted /Russia to "swindle' the
United tSates in the Korean true*
talks_ And for 15 months, he said,
the free world has been trying to
repair the damage done when the
truce talks became a Soviet trap.
Today. Eisenhower makes airplane stops in California's Sam
Joaquin Valley, and tonight makes
a major 'speed, in Las Angoka,
Senator Nixon makes short
speeches in Pennsylvania. at York.
Harrisburg. Reading. Allentown and
Bethlehme. He'll make a Mod
radio speech tonight at WHIM
Barre.
Last night he declared in piss.
burgh that the Vatted States essli
"regain world leadership witleaoll
a war" if it elects
Senator Sparkman—the Democratic vice-presidential candadale,
had an attack to make last night.
too He made it on Thomas Dewy,
the governor of New York avid
a backer of Eisenhower Dewyy
yesterdast accused Sparkman
running on a "white sumoenster
platform. Sparkman said his record is clean and added -"Dmary
will be repudiated by the Amamican peon'

By United Press
The biggest single battle of the
year is see-sawing up and down
the sides of shell-pocketed While
Horse Mountain on the central
Korean front.
The mountain has changed hands
eight times in three days, and the
JI1.1 schools in the nest District
outcome of the battle may decide
- —
of Kentucky will be closed Friday
which army will control the inAnother polio case was reported
All 11th and 12th grade tau - vasion route to Seoul Communist
of this week for the 68th session
today by the Henry County Health
of the First District Education As- dents of Kentucky High Schools losses have been placed at 3.000
Department in Pans, Tennessee
sociation in the Auditorium at atle urged to enter an essay con- dead and wounded.
bringing the number of -awe to
test from October 15. 1952 to
Murray State College.
At the last report, the South
11 for that county since August
15. 1953. sponsored by
Dr. Willard E. Gosiin who Is February
Korean forces were counter-atEconomic
Department
Seof
the
22..•
professor of education at Peabody
tacking and have clawed their way
.
curity. Contest rules are subThe latest victim of the dread College and a noted speaker will mitted in observance of "National to within 200 yards of the crest.
disease Is John Brint Hart, 6. be speaker at the meeting. His Employ the Physically Handicapped The allied ground troops are supported by artillery', tanks and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bunt Hart address- will be on the subject Week."
of Puryear. iv entered IsolitO.n. -Free Schools for a Free People."
planes that are
Both State and National prizes fighter-bomber
Hospital in Memphis Sunday where
will be awarded to winners. Na- dropping 1,000-pound bombs into
attendants confirmed the diagLOCAL WEATHER REPORT
tional first prize is 11.000; second, the massed Chinese. Red artillery
The following is ;Ohs 10 a. m.
nosis made by Dr. Hahs sf Murray.
$400; third. $300; fourth. $200: also is hurling ,shella into the
His condition is not considered observation front the Murray State end fifth,
$100. State prizes to be fight, and Red mortar-fire is heavy
serious.
College Weather Station:
swarded are; first. $100 U S. Sav- Both sides have thrown dozens of
This is the fourth case to be sent
Present Temperature 47.5 de- ings Bond: second. $75 bone; third. tanks into the area.
to Isolation from Puryear. The grees.
On the diplomatic front. the Red
150 bond; fourth, $25 bond.
RUIIS
other- children are John Fitts. 6.
Highest yesterday 57
Essays should be on the sub- radio is charging that the United
and his sister, Julia Ann, 5, childLow last night 35 degrees
ject "The Physically Handicapped, Nations do not want an armistice.
FULTON. t., ‘k-t I(UPI.......too
ren of Mr. and Mrs Edward Fitts
Wind from Northeast at 8 to A National Asset."
The Reds say this was proved
and Robert T Paschall. 7, son of 12 miles per hour.
has destroyed two business lismoss
Additional information on en- when the UN called for an inMr and Mrs. Thomas Paschal!
Baronaetrie pressure 29 47 falling tries and rules of the contest definite recess in the truce talks. in downtown Fulton Kentuelty,
All of these children were adRainfall .25 of an inch
A Red broadcast from Radio causing damage estimated by firs
can be received by calling at the
mitted September 26
Peiping accused Lieutenant Gen- Chief W T Dawson at more that
Superintendents' offica
'County
Sections I) and E on the Smith
One other Henry County family
eral William Harrison of deliver- 1150.000
Mrs. John Ed Scott and daughsde of Crump Stadium have been has sent two children to the Mom'
The blaze broke out early yesing an "ultimatum" when he walkreserved for the Murray fans. phishospital this year Mr and ter were the guests of her aunt.
ed out, of the latest Conference terday morning. aparently front •
Tickets for these sections will be Mrs. Willard Lindsey of. Whdlose Mrs. Jennie Oliver. and her
kerosene stove explosion In tbst
with the Reds.
sold at Gates One and Two on bad two boys admitted earlier in uncle. Jhon P. Oliver, in Paris.
Western diplomats have applaud- office of Dr B. L. Davis It wait
Cleveland Street.
Tennessee on Tuesday.
September.
ed Harrison's action. They are of five hours before firemen Noted
"The highlight of the Press Club the opinion that the adjournment bring it under control
The buildings housed Isaias,
trip to Padticah on Monday Ocla- of the Korean truce -talks have
ber 6, was meeting Vice-president cleared the air for a debate on the the doctor's office a tewelre Mem
Alben W Barkley.** aceordihe to political aspects
a Korean truce the office of Attorney Frank Carr.
James--Outland, president of the in the United Nations General As- Democratic campaign headsman.ter. and a shoe store
club
sembly starting next Tuesday.
Chlef Dawson mos that the Mato
The Press Club member; met
Washington sources say the adthe Veep as he was returning to ministration is just about resigned fire marshall has been asked to
his home from a walk. He shhook to a long struggle in 'Korea. Top invepthrate the, blase The Fulton
By George J. Marder
It's difficult to get a clear picThe • United States record on hands w ith the seven mem be
government offigials say the odds fire department was helped by
Of United Press
ture of the total number who'll voting turn-out' isn't anything to of the group and chatted cordially. against an early armistice are truck. called from alavfieicl Martin. Tennessee and
If the political signs hold_ true. be eligible to vote from these scat- which we can point with pride. I Outland- said
more than 100-1
CV*.
The club went to Paducah to
America is headed for a record tered registrations. For one thine.
Secretary of State Dean Ache- Tennessee
As the population of the counDemocrat
tour
newspaper
the
Sun
turn-out of voters In the 1952 the requirements vary from s
son says he has not abandoned
iocreased, you'd think that
presidential elections
to state.
the voting turn-out would In- establishment. Following tho tour. all hope for an armistice—but he
Vice...president
viewed.
Barkthey
There are indications that on
But one guide which has held crease. And _ as the elections beis not cheerful about the prospects.
November 4th. some 60,000.000 histbrieally true in regent years Crime so important to our well- ley's home. met Mr. Barkley, and And the state and defense departIrvin
Cobb's
monument.
saw
Americans will take the trouols is the New York City registration, being, you'd think interest would
ments are examining possible ways
Carolyn Chappell. jgftle..
to decide what kind of government which opened this week.
of putting more military and dip,
be greater. Or at least the same.
Charles
land,
William
Hubbs,
they want for the next four years.
As a barometer of the rational
lomiatic pressure on the CommuBut it hasn't been that way at
Scarborough. and Billy Roberts
That would top -the 1948 figure election turn-out. the New York all.
nists to crack the armistice dead- QIIE
• .
Wtir
tl°N
is your reaction when you
.who
club
members
of
the
are
by more than 11.0000(0 votes. It City registration figures have held
lock over repatriation of war are frustrated in
In 1900. for Instance, 75 percent made
Loivty
C
what you would
S.
trp
Mrs
the
would be more than
10.000010 remarkably consistent over the of the total adult population turnpriao
like
D :
tojed
and Mrs June Priest, 'student
higher than the previous peak in years. being about in the propor-. ed out to vote'. In .1920, It
At
the
United
Natiens,
in
New
had teacher. arc the club' sponsors.
ANISWERft
1940.
lion of three New York City reg:l fallen down to 40 percent. In 1940.
York. UN Secretary-General no,Carr: I don't have
It', hard to see how we can miss istranta for every fifty national it reached 39 per cent. But
eve
Lie
has
called
for
a
"Snore
1448,
in
that feeling I have never been
SNOLLTGOSTER AND
some kind of a record this year. votws.
equitable sharing of the burdens" one to worry, or to
it was, only 52 percent of the WHIFFET NEW WORDS
be blue There
First, there is the intense inVTell. New York City, registra- adult population_ That meant that
of the Korean War. Lie says the are only two times
to worry end
IN DICTIONARY
areat in the presidential contest tion already is way up. with the in 1948. almost one
fighting
in
Korea
must
continue
that is before the thing happens
nut isf every
WASHINGTON Oct. 9 (UP)--between Dwight D. Eisenhower polls having been opened only two votere failed
until the Communist aggressors and after it
to take the President Truman started som
happens and if you
and AdIal Stevenson.
three days The indications ars trouble to go tr Ow polls.
thing recently by calling the Re- are thrown back and peace and do the beet that you can before
Second, there is the greatest New York will have a record rezCompere that with the record publicans a bureh of "Snollygos- security are restored to the pen- the thing happen, them the is all
non-artisan campaige in histo-y estration,. of almost four-million in Holland
which gets an 87 per- ters." a "Snollygoster." he ex- insula. I,ie made public his views you can do and there is no need
to get out the vote. Tneres never eligible voters.
-..:,et turn-out_or great Britain :planted later, is a "political shy- in his annual report, prepared for lc worry after it
happens
been anything like it.
the, seventh session of the UN
Translated in the histors•al pat- with an 83 percent vote—or the ster."
Mrs. Charles igassa Nakes' I at.
And finally, there is the sub- tern, that would be s ssite of Scandinavian
General
Assembly
deeming
be
next
honest We are all timesed
nations with more
Republican Representative Cherstantial increase in population some 60,000,000 If 1952 megele . than 83
to get aggrivaled at times hio
percent--or our northern les Halleck of Indiena evened Tuesday.
since the voters went to the polls duplicated the proportions of 1948 nrIghbbr.
Canada, with an 87 the score yesterday by denouncsShuC
in record numbers.
--and 1948 was an extremely low perrent turn -out
mUni
onte
in
f"
t w e)uwmiiII"
sifind n
ing Mr. Trefnen as a "whiffet"
t hdat
ekreaAll these add up to a natural year for the pereentage of 'nsiutrs
thing works nut fat the long rue
Even a 60 000.900 vote won't be who has been "whiffling" at the
combination for a record vote.
who turned out t,, vote—ila...woutd any shining political star, al- whistle-stops.
Mrs. leek Doke:I sleety. get the
And it's paying off ir the regis- approach 59.000.000 If it reached though it
blues and feel ar, dish-wooled
will hi a sensational
A whiffet. it says in the dictiontration figures which are begin- the proportion of 1940, the pre, turnout
that I don't know what to di.
for the United States. For are; is a "small, insignificant perning to trick*Jujzorn scattered vfous record. tho figure would be by next
According to State Patrolman.
Mrs: Delis Ciestkete
month. the United States son."
parts of the country.
James Brien. six people passed according
well over 60.000.000.
will have almost 106.000,000 adults
to the was I feel Sees,
Whiffle,
means
"to
plow
unthe drivers test and were issued time.
From California to New York
Compare thatto the turnout of of eligible votine age.. .•
I can throw it off and
steady. .cr in
,
gusts; to shdt„_turri
and from Maine -to Floride, more voters in the' 1938 elections when
It will mean that even if we or veer about; to change.from one a license to drive ,on MIlkday .and sometime. 1 earl
Tuesday of this week They were
people are putting their names only 48.700,000 bothered to go to reach the
It,.. Doasial Ilan: 1 try to mail*
60.000.0011 record, almost opinion or course to another: to
!illy Gene Adams. Mrs Bizet and take it
down In the reglaciaticn books, ex- .the polls. In the record year 1910, two out of
but sometimes Idont
every three 'eligible use evasion: 'to flicker or flutter:
Gardner.
pressing an Intention to vole on just under 50.000 000 Americans voters
„Limes Chapman. Gene succeed 1
failed to respond to the to make a whistling or putting
alwar, try Sc earract
Thuelttiit
November fourth.
Elaine Coats and Ronda whatever it Is thin
voted.
deem t get
sound."
.
t national campaigns,
• I
Broach,
right.

Schools In Area
Will Close Friday

Another Polio
Case Reported At
Puryear

Students Urged To
Enter Essay Contest
Over The State

rimmisegrer.

Fire Destroys
Fulton

Local Press Chili
Meets Barkley

Indications Are That There Will Be A litcord
Turnout Of Voters In Presidential Election'

a

Inquiring
Reporter

1

Six Pau Drivers
Teits Tuesclay
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THURSDAY. OCTOBER 9, 1962

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
.4.,

HAS C.I.05E CAI L IN OUTBOARD RACE

ilit, ULCER & TIMES
.PE1111-ISIRVID IST LEDGER a TIMES
el Tie Murray Ledger
alseine-Herede. Uetotior it, Iv28 a
18111s

runusituto

Here Are The
Odds On Weekend
Football Games

COMPANY

.

CAR NOT NEW NOW
C. K. Rudest'of ..Watts Creek in
FORT WORTH. Tex. tLIP1--Leo ized a store, abandoned the car on Whitley county is keeping r..5
T. Stiats had a new oadillac until a railroad hack and the train (I'd straweierry patch tree of weoir.i
thieves -end a'train clinic- ' along.
with the aid of a dozen geese.
the rest,
The thieves stole the car, burglar-

tiiSs•Se.

The Laitoway Times. and The
the ' t Kentucelan. January

NEW YORK ICI:II-law numuer
cite rankng team in the countryMichigan State, b a 14-point favolee to remain unbeaten this weekend.
PUBLootiER
_
Point odds relefieed today in
rift h reject .ny
- Aaverdisina, Letters to tbe Editor,
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which
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not
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the best
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over 'Texas A&M.
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kATHINAL REFRESE.NTATIVES
e •
Oklahoma is a sixepoinr bet'
Mageok Memphis, Term 2S0 Par. A'Se, Wee York; 80, N. Michigan
over Texas: Mary/and titg rants'
avg. ghillie.: 1111 **triton St, Boddie.
over undefeated -GA*1a; Wiataelean
a * Seven point chglce river • Dim'
State: Georgia
litatered at Use Pest lattice Money, Kttseky, for transmesslon as
14 ever
Tutone: and Cantabile al ;10' oiler
Samna Clare )(ate
Oregon
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over Boston U.; Boston College 14.
over Drake, UCLA 10 ever Rice;
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Dame 14 over Pitt.
TOO PIPIR
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GOLF CAN BE EXERCISED
A PARTICIPANT in the National Stock Outboard Championship race,
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Midwest-Northwestern and Minwaters
up in the
--G. W. Dantie Jr., of.Salt Lake City, Utah, lands
nesota even; Detroit 3 over MarGAFFNEY.
C *UPI_-A mo•
FORT WORTH. Tex (UPI
of Lake Merritt, Oakland, Calif. He was ruffled and slightly damp but
quette. Michigan 7 over Indiana;
tenet appeared at city hall to pay Vance Minter. 16. figures 128 hole-9
uninjured. Delude WM thrown from his outboard hydroplane as it
Cincinnati 13 over Xavier; Kanan overtime perking meter rude of got/ amounts to a 35-mile walk
skimmed the water at about 65 miles an hour.(International Exclusive)
sas 13 over Iowa State: Purdue
even though his car heti rot been That
hie distance. he estimated
13 over lows: Nebraska 14 over
telikeel Desk Sgt C C Green W33 during his 14-hour marathen.
Kansas State.
se impressed with the man's honSouthwest-Baylor 3 over Atkesty he rtfueed to acceet tne uetra
Following August rains farmers
ansas. Tulsa 6 over Houston.
in Estill county reported the bea
el tinPi
South-Florida 6 over Clemson;
crops in yeers
I Duke 19 over South Carolina;
The Ailkiehd Kiwanis Club conthe sixth probable sti rter in the
By United Press
Virginia 14 over George Wssintributed OM for prices in the Ban]
Former heavyweight champion invitation race. Others expected ti
Strange thin,. turn up ,n the
i county annual 4-14 club dairy show, lost-and-t ound departments of, Ezzard Charles has taken the lira start are -Crafty Admiral," "One iingtore Tennessee 28 over Chattanooga; Alabama 34 over Virginia
• „curtibers end sweet potatoes
step back toword the crown he Count," "One Hitter." -Royal MU3stores." •
Tech: Mississippi' 7 over Vanderlest to J.,e Walcott more than a tang.-• and "Arm3geddon."
hilt
sear ago The ex-charip Ilattencl
Far West-Idaho 8 over Utah
Bernite Reynolds in the second
Carolyn K Stable's 'The Eagle" State:
Arzona 7 over Colorado;
12- is the overnight choice to win the
:eund of their scheduled
Utah 7 over Brigham Young;
i-under I35t nieht at Cincinnati. featured Bethesda Purse today .ut Oklahoma
A&M • 7 over Wichiti,
Charles- -fighting like the solid Maryland's Lautel Race tiack. The Wyoming 7
over Colorado AesSI:
1-2 favorite he was--fleored his Oti four year (aid gelding won his Stanford
18 over Oregon Sta..e.
year eld opponent in ens minute laa race- and has finished out of Denver 13 over
Montana.
.nd 40 seconds ef the second the money only once this yea:.
East-Bucknell 10 over Temple.'
H. H. Polk's -Rocky•Heights" :s Penn and Princeton
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even: Army
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West'
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America's Davis Cup doubles Vireinia. Colgate 14 ever Russets.]
st rerigthen,ed their injury-riddeo team .is on ths sidelines
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- — defensive lineup by rolling guard the Pan Amellicen tennis
chamBob Momsen Mornsen, who pleyel pionships continue at
Mexico City.
college ball at Ohio State. was The US. tandem
of
. Gardnar Mu'.
., free agent when hired by the ley of Coral Gables.
Florida and
49ers. He played last year witla Billy Talbert of New York
B' United Press
was up. the Detroit Lions and saw brief set by Straight Clark of Los
It. now possible for some pe
An• elervice this season with the Chi- geles and Hal Burrows of
Chao. 'Bents to take a whole day's round I
raga, _Cardinals and PhilodelphIal Jonesville. Virginia, 6-4, It
10, of medicine In one etipsule-that I
Flegles. The adrition if Mort s.‘3 8-4 in yesterday a play. In
singles. releases the pills one at a trine'
'brings the team back to the J3- Art Larsen of San
Leandro, Cell- at the correct intervals_
player brine
The new tyre. et esio'es knowri
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etsco. Bernie 135rtzen of HoUlt•
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at a time in the slow sittenivies
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process
from Chattanooga and Southpaw
The Spansule was developed by
Dean Stone (rem Charlotte.
Dr. Rudolph Blythe it the !IKE
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Widener tuts
far it has been used to aomioistee
or estei to run his four year old
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se.aiest Tight seizures in epileptic
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er • acceptance .mekes Bettleliei
nervous i -rpulse to cat in aver_
weight persons.
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An employee of Reactir Motarr,
• rocket-making concern in Rockaway. New .111-ettey, predicts the'
50-passenger helicopters may orgin to take the place of the
hundreds of busses that serve
New Jersey ccofimuters in a few
years
Writing in the company ma;trine. William Wright says .uch
1.clicopters could operate ii all
weether. would be as theap te run
as busses or railway trains ani
would cut com -rutlni time between
towns from
111W MINIM of the FUrs 'Ten New York and
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Most Wanted- fraternity Ls John one hour to 15 minutes.
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Jaseph Brennan, oho at 33 has
spent less than four years of h
adult ate nauteleeprison walls. At
15 he was convicted of burglary
in Texas Currently he La wanted
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the $40.0eti
ebehery of the
Bank ro Lyons. III. Aug I. He Is
Thursday
eliestd to have stated ne would
I neeer be captured sloe, Is re- 1Tomorrovr Is Another Day'
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L. L. Hurt ef Ptipeki coun,v had
Friday and Saturday
welch s.io built ter StA) that
I eta hold approxunately 410 tone "Bug-les in the Afternoon"
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niEK-END SPECIALS
Burkeeds Grocery

Shop around
compare quality and color range .... you won't find a bette' buy1 Thlif rich
and is known for,Its serviceability!
textured, luxurious finish material Is easy to see
Guaranteed washable. Colors include black, white, rose, green, assign, n '
i tan' QW31 1 d
kelly, wine, gold, navy and rust. 36 Inches wide.

TheSeason'sNewest Fabrics
in These Thrift-Priced

NEW FALL

DRESSES
$595

•

On Lynn Grove Highway
Phone 486, Murray, Ky.

All Brands of Coffee. 1 lb. bag
10 lbs. Godchaux Sugar
Six 5-cent Candy Bars
Double-Q Pink Salmon. tall can
Large Size Washing Powder
Pure Ground Beef, lb
(We grind our own)
Pure Bulk Sausage. lb.
All Cuts of Steak, lb.
1 lb. Reelfoot Skinless Wieners

85c
99c
2Sc
49c
29c
59c

Take Day's Medicine
In One Pill Now

4

39c
89c
49c

Dangerous

.....

only

Still SiiirPLEIMENT "A'.

A' and low-cost reughage.
a.?

-VW
4.5 to 52; 16Y; id 241,i'

POPCORN' GROWERS
•

.1.

COME BY AM) SEE US
Let Us Check Your Popcorn For
Moisture And Quality
_

MURRAY LIVESTOCK CO

INCREASES WATER INTAKE-high 'eye? of fine

quality blaclistrop molasses makes cattle drink
a lot of wceer

Market Report
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

adds conaition tied quality.

Convert your few -cost toughoges like ground corncobs soybean
and oat straw, tern and gross silage into profiroble beef-builders.
You con de MI

1:11;

'at

ATTENTION

many

95 DRIVE IN

Supplerneet

-

9 to 1:; 12 to 20; 23 to

ir

I

the most advanced
, beef- oroducing program...

• LOW-COST GAINS-tests show you con build
beef for as little as lag per pound with Steer

See our large assortment of pretty new fall dresses
today.. They're featured in guaranteed fabrics from
Ameriea's finest mills! You'll find countless styles,
colors and color combinations. Choose from such
fabrics as rayon gabardine, men's wear suiting,
rayon checks, woolens, cynara crepes, faille. gray
flannel, velvet trimmed Itsfletas, novelty weaves and
'tuckered crepes. r.
Wi'L

October 7, 1952

supplefntrifing them with Corms Steer Sypplement

I i.t,i1 head sold

"A" which supplies the bolorr,ng essentials plus protein at a level

-,ipoil Quality Fat Steers
:;ras's Fat kiteers ,.
Baby' Reeves
Fat (7o,wit. Reef Tyi,e
ranneri and Cutters
Bulls
.
.--...,._

code can handle without waste.

L. F. Thurmond seed Co.
SOUTH SECOND ST.

PHONt 386
see

For complete details or, the New corn° castle
Feeding Program, see us SOON!

Fancy 'Veal!).
N,s.-I Yeats
No. 2 Veals
Threiwouts

*-74,
.,/7r1101V,71,

I
.

.1=•1•••••--

2004
•

I

•••••

e

22.00-28.00
18.00-22.00
20.00-25.00
14.00-1(3.00
5.00-13.00
12.00-19.09
$2.00,
30.00
25.00
10.00-24.00

11.0(;S__1 ' •
IL,
'i-40- 10 210 I.onilm
u

f•

POPCORN IS OUR BUSINESS
A'e-Appreciate Your Business.
el

Ellis Popcorn Co.
Twelfth and Chestnut Street

Phone 646

ir.......s...j
.....
1111•••111War••••

ii
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It's An Annual Affair to Let Our New
Neighbors Learn What The Home
Town Folks Already Know So Well

r,e.

it PAU

October 9-199-Big Days
WHERE
A
A
DOLLAR
t- COUNTS

les‘jat
WHERE QUALITY COUNTS

ON•

SAV

8/US EVERYDAY

Shop and Save the Belk-Settle Way

ter'
.Its serviceability!.
Wa

LADIES RAYON

\.1

Lace Trim Slips
\ Special - - $1.00

COUNTS

LADIES

Rayon Panties

ONE TABLE HEAVY TOWELS
39c or 3 for $1.00

Reg. 25c Value

5pairs $1.00
LADIES

LADIES COTTON

Rayon Panties

Assorted Colors and Sizes

A
DOLLAR

100 DOZEN CANNON TOWELS
No. 1 Seconds of Reg. $1.00 Values
SPECIAL .... 2 for $1.00

Ladies' Cotton Slips..$1.00
Sanforized Blouses

WHERE

Reg. 39c Value

3pairs $1.00

New Shipment
48 INCH DRAPERY MATERIALS
Values to $1.98 per yard
SPECIAL $1.00 a YARD
One Big Table New
FALL PRINTS and BROADCLOTH
Regular Price of 59c a yard
SPECIAL 2 YARDS $1.00
One Big Table Of
BEAUTIFUL NEW FALL PRINTS
Regularly Priced at 39c
3 YARDS for $1.00

- This Sale - - $1.00
Ladies' Crepe Blouses

Good selectioti of colors and styles

ONE TABLE NEW FALL PRINTS
EXTRA SPECIAL 29c
4 YARDS for $1.00

Ailaatasi Gators and Sizes

LADIES NEW FALL HANDBAGS
ONLY $1.00 plus tax

dies' First Quality NYLON HOSE

Special - - $1.00

ONE TABLE SOLID COLOR CREPES
Also Printed Rayon, Values to $2.49 yd.
SPECIAL THIS SALE 98c yard

Ladies Sweaters
Soft Spun, Fells Like Zephyrs.
Cotton, Short Sleeves.
Good Assortment Pastel Colors
Size 34-40

Special $1.00

51 guage, 15 denier
EXTRA SPECIAL, ONLY 79c

18x30 COTTON LOOP RUG
This is Skid Resistant
SPECIAL $1.00

SOLID COLOR PLASTIC DRAPES

LAISIES LOVELY NYLON HOSE
Good quality, thirds, New Fall Colors
98c or TWO pair $1.00

BEAUTIFUL BATH MAT SETS

SPECIAL $1.00

Assorted Colors
SPECIAL $1.00

Men's Grey Covert

Work Shirts
$1.69 each

Ladies Print Dresses
Reg. $1.98 Value

Special $1.00

OR

t4r4,

RS
•

Regular $2.29 Value

$1.00 OFF

$1.00 OFF

ON ALL LADIES SHOES
$5.95 to $11.95" -

On All Children's $5.95 Shoes

Men's Good Quality

ALL LEATHER BELTS . . . $1.00

Special $2.00

Men's New Fall.,

BON AIRE TIES

$1.00

MEN'S NEW

Fall Sport Socks
39c 3for $1.00

For

MEN'S NEW

Archdale Sport Socks

iESS

Good Selection Fall Colors

59c 2for $1.00

ss

Co.

'hone 646

ONE LOT MEN'S NEW

Fall Sport Socks
25c 5for $1.00
MEN'S FINE QUALITY
81x99 FIRST QUALITY

128 Type Sheets -

) - car/F/0E D:rot7 F/fDE

White Handkerchiefs
Reg. 10c or 1 for $1.

MEN'S REG. 15c

White Handkerchiefs
8for $1.00
MEN'S

Dupont Nylon Socks
$1.00 pair $1.00 Off
On All Men's Work or Dress Shoes
$5.95 - $10.95

2for $3.00
Men's Army Twill
Type I

Work Pants
Reg $5.49 Values

Special $4.95
2for $9.00
Men's Army Twill
Type I

$2.00 Off

Work Shirts
$4.95 •

Men's Twill Work Pants

On All Men's Dress Shoes
$1295 to $17.95

2 for $9.00

Special - - $3.00

Tan or Grey

$3.69 Value

One Table Blue Denim

Belk Settle

Dungarees
Regular $1.49 Value
-"" Size 2 to 6

$1.00

Men's Twill Work Shirts
In Tan or Grey
Regular $2.95 Value

2 for $5.00 ,

a'

•
ar.

4•4.44assnee....
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Officers Will Be • Hazel Deleg sHo/la-id -And
Installed Tonight
Attend PTA Meet
Franklin Towery
The Hazel High.School was repi
At Club House
resanand at.the PTA Coranty Coun- Married Recently

Floor
Covering

Business Women's
Circle Meets With
Mrs. Robert Jones

•••

Aeschbacher Home
Scene Of Meeting
Cora -Graves Circle
Armstrong's
INLAID

LINOLEUM

LINOLEUM

TILE

i

CORK TILE
RUBBER TILE

The home of Mrs- Robert S.
Jong or. North 12th Street was
the scene of the meeting' of the
Business Women's Circle at, the
Woman's Missionary Society of the
First Baptist Church held Monday
evening. at seven-thirty o'clock.
Miss Ruth Houston was the
main speaker for the evening ,on
the' program subject. "Christian
Citizenship.- Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall
was in charge of the progiauri.
Mrs.' Ethel Ward. chairman. prasided arid Miss Lorene Swann led
in prayer.
The hostesses. Mrs. Jones and
?firs. Made-lie Talent, screed re.
freshments to the thirteen members pre-sent

Mrs_ W. D. Aeaehbacher opa
her home on South F.leventa Street
for the meeting of the Cora Graves
Circle of the, Woman's Asnrciatron
of The College. Presbyterian Church
held Monday evening at seventhirty o'clock.
-Let's Join the Human Race
was the subject of the program
mesented by Miss Grace Wyatt.
Mrs Russell Terhare, cheirman
of the circle, presided at the

LINOTILE
ASPHALT TILE
LINO-WALL'

Delicions refreshments afar •F
served by the hostess to the sixteen members and twa ;Nests.

• ••

CORK WALL
FREE ESTIMATES

Expert Installation

RILEY S
PHONE 587

LAKEVIEW
DRWE-IN

Be
At Meeting

Mrs. Rowlett To
Hostess

The Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the Daughters of the
American. Revolutian will hold
its regular meeting at the home
Thursday and Friday"
D. Rowlett Saturday
of. Mrs
afternoan inaanicathirty o'clock.
"Oh Susanna"
Mrs. W. P.' Itoberts will orewith Rod Cameron. Adrian sent the program on "Christopher
Columbus"
Booth, Forrest Tucker
_
;
members, ara -attend

Genuine LIZARD

any

The president, Mrs. V. E. Windsor

the marriaaa of their daughter,
Myrtleen, to Franklin Towery. sun
of Mr. and Mrs. Lace Towery.
Mayfield Route One.
Bro. Henry Hargb read the
double
g ceremon y
his home
cm South 14th Street pn Saturday,
September 27. at four-thirty o'clack
program.
in the afternoon.
The couple was attended by
Ted McCuistons
Miss Nell Walker of Hazel and
Wardell- anniallias -of Paducah- _
The bride chose for her wedding
a light blue suit with navy' acMr. and Mrs. Ted McCuiston cessories and a corsage oa white
were honored with a household'carnations. Miss Walker was atshower given by miss Janice Me- I tried in a pink suit with brawn acCuiston assisted by miss Glenda feessories and a corsage of white
Sue Hughes and Miss Loretta Me- chrysanthemums.
Fellowinz a wedding supper in
Cuunon at the home of Mrs. Gardie Jones on Sattes•clay afternoon, Mayfield the couple left for •
wedding' trip to Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Catober the fourth.
Games were played with prizes Dookout Mountain and Memphis.
Tenn. home
being presented to thc following themirr.
and Mrs. Towery will make
persons: Mrs. Hayford Henry, ldra
with the bride's parJam lacCuiston, Mrs.. L. C. Dick
...tits for the present.
and Mrs_ Dewey Lamplunra
The coupie was the recipietsf of .Mrs. Towery is a graduate of
Metet High School and now'timmany nice ani useful gifts.
played by the Natunal Stores, Inc.
The hostesses served refr
merits to the following' mesdames Mr. Towery received his discnarge
Lee Reeves, Hugo Alexander, p. irons the Army after servmg for
past 23 months in Germany
D. Jones,- Arvin alcCuiston. Clyde the
•• •
Smith. Dewey
Lampk ins, Lea ,
Walston.
aumPhries
' Milton
Ray-1 /IFS.
McKee
hard Henry,
Milton Outland, Susan
C. Dick. Jim McCuiston,
Outland. Rudy Fitts
Holmes Dunn. Cary Rose, 011is 1•4
•
Anderson. R. B. Schroader. Gardes
The Jessie Ludevick Circle of
Jones: Misses Ara McCuiston, MarAssociation of the
dan Alexander, Anna Belle Mc- the Woman's
Presbyterian Churca met
Cuiston, Brenda Anderson, Maxine College
afternoon at two-thirty
.Schroader: and Master Ray Henry; Tuesday
o'clock wth Mrs. Ada Huabard.
and the honoree.
Mrs. Sam McKee 6f Sturgis was
Unable to attend but sending
speaker. In her pleasant
gifts were Mesdames Ellis Dick, the guest
Mrs. McKee told of many
Marvin Houston. George Wyan, ways
ratereinina things from the 'wok
Thomas McCuisten, Jack Mayand the advancement
field, Aubry intl. John 13, Cal- of Dorcas
of woman's work.
houn. W. 0. Vaughn. Eurie Gar. The devotion on the subject,
land, Cecil Fitts, Neal Brooks. Ma"Christ The Word.- was given by
son Outland, Clarence Horton,
Mrs. F. D. Mellen,
Frank Overby. Doris Jones. HatMrs. Charlie Crawford. president.
lie Boggess. George Rose, Charlie
called the meeting to order and
Henry, Elmer Wilkinson. Easter
made a brief talk about the needs
Hodge. James Rose. P. A. Hart.
E. T Curd. L. L Spicelarki, W. C.
Ontlarin. Finis Thompson. Burley o
-Pin-iiisrnt
.ledr.
Wiin
e
oinhar
t*P
heiGtarliss
iAnf pk
o.rhr
wla.s M11fs
ara
a.yneer
Scott. R. L. Seaford: Misses Then
During the social hour refeeshMa
Jones. Katie Linn, Martha nients were served. ta the eleven
Seo.t.t._ Mary Nell _Jones. :Marikateseanneria_naeo--sminsrs-fraann _the-

Are
Honored -A:.Shower
At Jones' Home

Sam
iest -SPeaker At
r adws'ck. M.-Pting

mccuiston. t.

$9.95
Here's the new

Tieme to

make your foot look

At half Ms price you'd expect to pay!

5

SILICT !NPR FAVORITI POOR CANDIDATES.... LIVI ISITTIR MIR LISS AT

110051
•

X MsofItrerMe..Ow Prim

Fern Perdieses are 1k. Voles
Um Mod Ns Illimehas

6
6

Wana Sw000111111derr far Sod*

GREAT NORTHERN

KROGER---Fted Sour Pitted

BEANSnA

CHERRIES

LBtir

.00

NO 2 CANS $1

5

i
• FINE QUALITY

SILVER SKILLET

TOMATOES
113_eitaisil00

CORNED BEEF HASH
"
1484110

NO

10
"MEN

SOFTENED

TWICE- THRIFTY

DI-.ICE

CELLO PACK

NORTHERN TISSUE
12 "L" $1.00

115:
10.
10
11
11

,FIG BARS
2 LI% I." 491
HEE BOY-AB DE!'

II
11
12
12.

Sauce
wah
Meat Balls
151,2 oz. can 35c

i z gal. S1.14
BROOKS-TANGY

2 cans 17c Catsup

Cleaner

•

12 oz. btl 21c

?WEI hi

MANHATTAN

Coffee

and peerless performance!

ing tali...your ensemble

1•••••

Country Sorghum

SUPERB.NEV
Oti""
STYLING

• small...a heel look zoom,

of the First Methodist Church February in Murray
Mrs. W, A. Bill le dthe closing
was held at the church Tuesday
pi ayer.
afternoon at two-thirty o'clock.
Miss Alice Waters was in charge
of the program on the aubleet.
"Home Missions Winning Human
Rights."
Talks on the chosen thaTtna
were given by Mrs. Aubrey Fanner, Mrs. Bryan Overcast and Mrs.
Goldia McKeel Curd. a
Mrs. F. E. Crawford gave -the
devotion. "Saviour Like A Shepherd" and "Rise Up Oh Idea of

Iowa

it's .

Ilea %atrial

MARJON, 0. (UP;--City counclt•
men were about to pass a curfew .
level° keep the yocrtursters off the
steeeta only to_fbni such an ordinance has been on the books for
years. Enforcement of the law ia
up to parents, officers said.

TISCS General Moot Presided at the meeting during
Mr. and Mrs. Herman HoTand.
The general meeting of the Wo- which the group voted IQ have
Hazel Highway. Murray, announce man's Society of Christian Service the Markt WSCS meeting in

with &mac

"HALF and HALF PU1K.P" .

angle

CU meeting held at Karksey
School Friday afternoon.
Those from
Hazel attending
were Mrs. Wylie Parker,
dent. Mrs. Deney Grogan,"Mr;
Alice Steely. Mrs Ina Neriblit
Mrs. John Tom Taylor. and Clyde
Scarbrough. prilicapaa. The latter
was the guest speaker for tha

VASS BUM -.-

God- were the songs* sung by
Miss Alice Waters
the group.
Charge Prograa At

141
Sue Nt:4
1-kitt-AthtcC-°aver:-e*r
1ompwir
Caa:ord :Burton. Misu
Dorttaa
3rs5 Manonvier-ai"
Sue Stubblefield: Master Jerry Nellie Wyatt and Mrs. McKee.
•••
Thompson; Junior Class of New
Concord High School,
The rough crossings of lhe Eng• • •
lish Channel dreaded by generaJose de Acosta. a Spanish Jesuit tions of travelers have been overmissIonary, first deacribed the ONTIre on the new Brush railway
syndrome of mountain sickness steamer Normandic by the use of
1590 a called Acrista's
ingenious anti-rolling stabilizers.
sease.
•

e'ritedne
GO=

9, 19.1st
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_
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THURSDAY, UC,TURER

THE LEDGER & IX= HURRAY.,SENTO=
MGM

Rogers have been discharged 'from
the Army They received their discharges on October 2. Both Of
the boys served in Korea.
of
president
McKee.
Mrs. Sam
•••
West Kentucky Pranbyterial.
the
A Joint installanon service wiLl
Gene Thurmond is now at hernia
•awas the guest speaker ‘...at the after being
discharged tram the be held by Woodmen Circle Grove
Women's Guild. Mayfield: Tuesday Army og
October '2. He is a 126- and Junior Grove 9 at the
night She also spoke at the Jeane graduate of Murray T r
nil. g Maray Woman's Club house toLudes- ck Circle meeting in ISturray,4 School and served in Korea.
night at seven -thirty o'clock.
Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. McKee
•• •
Installing officers for Grove 128
is the former Ella .Weihina.
Mrs. William Adair and daughter will be Mrs. Lois Waterfield. of•••
Pat. of Sheltie& Ala., are tile ficer, Mrs. J. 0. Reeves, attenLe nith Rogers and Chaiaes Ed guests of Mrs. Adair's parents. dant. Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, chapMr and Mrs. Luthea Duna. Pop- lain, and Mrs. Bertha Jones. musilar. Street.
cian.
• ••
Junior inataliing officers will
Lt. _Jacqueline Miller is visiting be Mrs. Goldia McKee' Curd. of-r
--tiver-parentsa arra and Mre. -Claiaste !ken -Miss Peggy- Outland,- AttenMiller Lt Miller is nroute from Ant and Miss Linda Halle, chapBoston. Mass., to Texas where she /aim
will be a lab technician.
The- Hazel Junior Drill team will
...
officiate in the ceremonies and the
MTS.
Mr and
Gaston . McKee' Murray Juniors will eve a special
and-children. Nancy and Bill. and drill.
Mrs. Dawson Smith. all at AsheMrs. Curd has asked that all
boro. N. C. arrived Satti:cily for Juniata be present at seven fifteen
a week's visit with Mr. Mclie.,1 o'clock as pictures will be mane
and Mrs. Smith's pareras, Mr. at that time.
and Mrs Billy McKeel, and their
• • •
easter. Mrs Goldia McKael Curd.

lb 92c Cigarettes

ctn $1.55.

twice as rich! Bla.k
NORTHERN GROWN

or Green suede with Grey
lizard, Na%y with

RED TRIUMPH

POTATOES

Red, Brown with BroWn.

ALL PURPOSE

$1.79

50 LB. BAG
( Approx. Wt.

ii

as seen in Glamour

re

Firm WHITE HEAD-KRAUT

PGHTO T?ICAN -SWEET

Cabbage :. 50 lb bag $1.69 Potatoes

Th•y walk away with fashion honors

latINOIS GROWN-GOLDEN DELICIOUS

Apples

gefatV

1:( FERT

as seen in Glamour

Ground Beef

this

I IF STYI

Wieners

Perfect for that "exlra" radio or gift giving
a choice of colors to inatch your kitchen,

every home!
Iii Ivory, Frepch Green or Dawn Grey, only

SAVING—NINEY SAVINI

Sausage

lb 45c--',Whiting Fish

lb,plc& 28c

Swiftning

. 3 lb can 83c

Littleton's

COME IN. FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION.

125' roll 27c

GRAND PRIZE I/4 THE react-T(0in; at ICTION MOIST
s reins FOltS Wit it
1st 511111 J01 S WI ill
1
t FREEZERS
FREE FOOD cr YEAR 25 ::
to-silty of taw.

so,

Putt
Full of fr•iid
100 Vii! Wilt FOR I WillS

Phone 381

Street

lb 17c

XI NNE PIN MINIM CIPPOSIMOINI

Crackers

Wax Paper

IL 39c

DV Essim

WA\ II \

Crs Furniture Company
, so,.• . ihird

55c

Ho'lE WADE-- BULK

lb

l'1.AVOR-KIST

bedroom, den, wherever you need an "extra"
radio. An ideal gift for young or old ... for

in an easy ceshron.platforrn wwitilajaa
cars wstar any hourl S•• out sAiol•
collemon: swede, coif, Greys. imams,
Modes Greens. Reds, Koplin-

ryers
pork
c, r
39c
lb 49

SK/NIES'i

recei.tion you'd expect to receivepnly in higherpriced radios. Enjoy it in your home today!

d•ess•up look you wart

I

IllirginACKEp

1 EAN

Pork Roast

nament" is smartly-styled and compact.
yet it gives the rich tone quality ind long :angst

You're right is st•p with feshies...
crearfortabla...in Jacceat,rne In.! Watt
the snappy 2-color effect that's news

gal 43c

3 to 4 lb. pieces

MADfE ViESII DAILY
_

BIG IN.VALUE—LOW IN COST!
Now you can have famous Zenith Quality at
an unbelievably low price! Tlag.„Ziiiiiis "Tour-

$8.95

2

SLAB BACON LB. 390

THE TOURNAMENT
Is (loony sr Swirl Walnut MINI(

4

tl

APPi.E

2 lbs 25c Cider

HICKORY SMOKED, SUGAR CURED

MID-HI
WEDGES

SWEET

lb 15c

i

BAB-0

2 cans 25c

,500

tt

0041

CORY

AUTONIA /I( (OF fit magi.%
Mdt,-.

4, 6 Of 8 cups

s

••••

•

•

CoPy FACED —Caryp
•

an- •
••••.

I

:OBER 9, 19..•

'PASS BUCK

tUP,--City councilut to pc.ss a curfew .
•yotMeteters off the
c_ftral such an or...11li on the books for
ment of the law is
officers said.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Soso,

FOR 'SALE

I. per word, mainkninn iamb
60e for 17 words. Ternos sash In
minus* for melt inseedets.

Here Are Some-W•wi
To Save Fall Pigs

[

With the tail-farro sing seasoo
at ht..:nd, GrAy Sehards of the (1K
Ilage of Agriculture and ll.ante
Economics discusses ways to s../o
pip. The lust three 0 )s•
notes, is the must criticni
for a pig. If he lives for three days
he probably will get along el
right. Sonic peints made by Selfards-'• -Irefedwiret crates iire being wide,
ly used by hog raiscis. They are
not diflicult to make and are a!no at insurance against pig losses.
The rear should be kept in the
crate . 10'days to two weeks. See
a county agent for plans.
Heat lamps help to save pigs.
A lamp can be hung over tho
corner of the farrowing pen, fenced off to keen the 5.0% out. A
pig hover is still better. A hover
can be made by cutting in two -a
metal deub. A door can be made at
the bottom,6 by 18 inches and a
hole put in the top through which
a rubber socket can be suspended
A 150-watt bulb furnishes enough
heat. Use hovers a few days to a
week, reducing the heat gradually.
Guard rails protecting pigs froin

FOR SALE: Garage apar.mein - 1
also, some nice lots on Woodlawn Phone 1057-W. Frytd McClure.
09p

SALE: One channel 4, tele\ Hion aerial, $25.00 cash. Phone
a
4;1 j or see George F.elde: this FOR SALE: 1 used Frigidaire refrigerator -$115.00.
ekend.
011a
._
.1 used --Frigidaire
-$85.00.
FOR SALE: One good fuel cil
010c
fie :lace Phone 906-W-3.
I used Crosby refrigerator -$5995
FOR SALE: 5 room Muse on 75x
I used Norge refri4erator -187.50
155 lot. GI Loan--See at 205
7 used electric washers from
:M.
13th
.South
no
-$29.95 to $59.95.

All appliances are reconditioned
}()R SALE: Universal electric
range, on legs-nic- looking and fully guarant..ed. Johnsoo
00.
condition
$50
James
W
good
Appliance Co. Phone 56.
0!00
Thurmond, 503 Broad, Phone
879-W.
010p
.
.
FOR SALE: Jtip hay, $1.00 per
bale at field. L. J. Rill, four
miles south Lynn Grove. call I LOST: Black and white C..eker
58d. Murray, or H. W. F ster
Spaniel. Reward. Roioert huff.
Ihroufh Harris Croy!.
010c
206 N 15th St Phone 1784
:Li)

Lost and Found

For The Best In Radio Entertainment

1 1340 WNBS 1340
Phone
I Dial

Elt01111E__

Friday, Octobc. 10, 195!
00
15
e JO
45
655

Farm Fair
Farm Fair
Hymn 'Tim!.
Calloway Capers

1:00
1:45
2:00
2:05
2:15
2:30

News

Morning Cheer
Clock Watcber
to 8:00
00 News
t, 15 Morning Devotion

Pitted

DO

Organ lieverics
Vern., Quiz Show
Moments of Verona)
Melody Time
Mystery Shopisci
1000 1r)
;

MASH
.00

Y-AR DES-

uce

Rural Rhythm
Rural Rhythm 1

IC 30
10 45
11 lX)
11.15
11 30
11 45
12 UO
12.15
12 45

Lan Back and Listen
Lean Back and Listen
1340 club
1340 club
avorite Vocals
Harvester Hymn.tme
News
Noontime Frolics
Luncheon Music

JUAN M. DIAZ, publishing partnet
at slain Andres Requena,is shown
with his wile, Leticia, in their
-New York home after he received
a threatening phone call sayir.g
"he was next." Diaz, co-editor of
the Spanish language pamphlet,
'"De Petrie," critical of the Trujillo regime of the Dominican Republic, told the F.B.I. that Requena's death was politically Inspired. A Dominican official said
that Requena was killed by "foliar
er friends."
Internatiow•

ctn $1.55.

79
lb 15c

YOUNG

GREENWICH, Conn. (UP) Town court officials claimed
have engaged the youngest court
interpreter on record. David Dugave was called in to speak for
his father, who did not speak English. David is 10.

190
. •5SC
4

. IL 39c
.. lb 17c
vidiaN

31311
I coin IST
ernes
Elf RS

toriSr4°
, "
;
1:
S
_000
•••°

111710111Mi

to $17.50 for your old
wtch on .one of these
new Hamiltons.

after sows have been taken out of
the crates. Where the floor is slop- . Corn put in silos in Livingston'
ing, sows lie with their Lacks up county was so lacking in moisture
hill and the pigs gravitate to the that from 50 to 75 gaiters of water
bottom of the slope, out of ,he were required per ton ef :stage.
way of the sows.

;Esestliefftrei

Sure You tit the ne

Ynu DOSING

See

IIS..WiEf

r

you sign

an order

See the
Figure

r 'CHEVR-OLET

fine features that
the savin s that

Chevrolet offers
our prices
provide

Naturally, you %ant

to get the
Find olit how
much farther your most you can for your money.
you get in
money goes
here.
Chevrolet. Comparyou'll know why
%hat you have toCheck what
more people are
pa)'. Then
other car. So
come in and see us buying Chevrolets than any
now for the deal
you deserve!

ekGie

BUMPERS I

twoold1.1.1 an Air.
on',tIondard
1C.nron..11no
ego..Amon, and
tro, .11

MAGIC LOOP 5-7-11-1E-T-C-Fl.:'•.;
AROUND THE

____
Le

_ LOOK!

LOOK!

WILL PAY THIS WEEK
5:43 Sagebrush Serenade
6.00 News
Country Hams ....... 80c
6:15 Between the Lines
0:30 Western Caravan
.. 20c
Heavy Hens ..4'...,-..w
-,---046---iVraterrt-4:7-ararart
14eghorns
7.0A From the Bandstand
12c
Cox
7:11 From the handstand
38c
1
Eggs
7:30 Football Forecast
Highest Market Price for
7:45 Murray High - Bowling
Hides and Hams
Green Football game to ICLSO
Prices subject It. chang* without
-10110 News
notice
10:15 ListeneFs Request
10.30 Listeners Request
Phone 441
South 13th St.
10:45 Listeners Request
Residence Phone 441
11:00 Sign thf-

Kelley's Produce

12.111 Church of MINA

_

C.

Tiny feet need tender care
Bumper.' exausi.c Magic Loop
s-i-r-e-t(hes at the ankle provides far biller support,
without binding 57. edge lied
assures ...octett body hilance.
Bumpers are smooth inside cradle tiny feet comfortably.
Ages 1 to 4.

SS WHAT YOU

MEM THESE EXCLUSIVE
CHEVROLET FEATURES
SEE WHAT
YOU SAVE
WITH THE

FAMILY
SHOE STORE
Glees C. Wooden Owner

GAIN

Plate Cilass.all around. With E-Z-Eye
'Matti glAs (oPtional at extra cost) •
Largest Brakes ;n its field • Unitized
Knee-Action Ride,

I Engine
More Powerful Valve-i,
with Powerglide Automatic rransmisstmt.(optional at extra cost)• Body by
Fisher • Ccnterpoise Power • Safety

Lowest•Priced Line in its field!
PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
Kentucky

Murray

une ot int stevedores on his own a man who knows the upper rieer,
NANCY
boats hut looks cruld be deceiv• a man I can depend on to handle
tag, for Lomax atcQuestion wag a her."
Rawls knew what he meant.
HE'S TAKING
name to conjure with here in St.
WONDER WHY?
Louis. or anywhere along the river. The Big Muddy was always a
A
TO
WAGON
river
a
for
stream
treacherous
faher
that
written
bad
Astrid
NANCY
THE COSTUME
ther has) raised no objections to boat. F'illed wfth hidden sawyers,
LOOK AT
bars.
CAN'T
their engagement. That was fair constantly shifting sand
PARTY
SLUGGO
of him, for while Denny Ralels was changing banks, and tricky curWALK
also a well-knovhi name on the rents, it was one of the niost difriver, certainly he had little to of- ficult of all navigable, streams,
fer a girl in the way of material even in normal times. And these
times were far from ordinary.
thipgs.
All the way along the Missouri
"You seemed to be limping, Denny." Astrid commented, breaking now were men who felt, in one rcCH A PTER FOUR
of becoming spect at least, as he believed -that
IT HAI) teen only a week since • silence in danger
the South was losing the war, and
Bawls had seen Astrid, tout it had strained. "Or did 1 imagine it ?Rawls shrugged in light dismis- that it was only ii question of time.
stretched like years. That had been
in and not too much of that, until the
a hundred miles up the Missouri. sal. "That's from s Write ball
back," he end of the struggle. But many of
and theirs mid been a whirlwind my foot, a few months
bothers me in them, Unlike himself, sympathized
courtship in the preceding days It explainea. ''It only
• way, it's a with 'the cause of Cie Confederacy.
•
had lasted pod three weeks-three weather like this. In
so well A lot of them hoped passionately
march
•
of the most soul-shaking weeks good thing. I can't
would
give
that
for
miracle
some
the
of
out
I'm
why
is
which
now,
that he had ever dreamed of Perand
Me,
on
lease
South
new
the
a
clatappoInted.
was
I
first,
At
Army
feet
haps he nail swept her off her
the war, an I see it, is pretty they were ready to do anything
ABBIE as' SLATS
aiOth his ardency. pot as her slin• Wt.
Itait only • matter of they could to hinder the Yankees.
kissed beauty. from a winter spent sWill over.
This way, I can get Many of their acts were contingent
now.
time,
in
change
worked
had
Memphis,
at
back on the- saver, and that's what on the principle that enough pinturn.
LOVE'ARE
EL/X/R
pricks could mount up to an agOne evening, under a bright I like."
8e6/4#/VAVO
ZA/
FOOLISH --lie was conscious of the sudden gravation that might prove a seriwing of moon. slie.1.1 given hint her
In the eyes of all ous diversion.
0,,c..• r645P)AII/STSLIP
UT I'M FEELING A
promise. 'The nFRU day he'd Leek..sharp seridiny
,That attitude often meant trouthe hush of attention from
HER A NEW POSELITTLE DIZZY.
called to duty and she tuel,started thee. of
on
boats
for
carrying
supplies
ble
he
as
neighboring tables
5.4.EZL COAIE
the return journey. In the (lays be- those at
was
river.
addition,
there
In
the
was
1.0111s
St.
opinion.
his
ER-1 for this next gave
,
ourof )
tween, he had 11W
threat
Indian
more
of
the
ominous
heart.
at
city
Southern
still
meeting, when he would again be
EXCUSE ME:
trouble. Red Cloud snd his warIt
Is
opinion.
your
that's
"So
Cer•
arms.
able to hold her in his
ended 7" riors were on the warpath, and a
tainly Aft hadn't intended for it to that the islet's about
demanded, and there was smcnildering brand might burst at
be in so public a place, or with a Whiner
his %%MCP. "I'm any time into • conflagration 'to
friend of the family along. It was a truculent note to
sweep across .a thousand miles of
sir."
-bad enough to have' Lomas Mc- afraid you're optimistic,
"Maybe." Rawls !hugged again. mountain and prairie. Caught in
Question for chaperon.
It seem' to be over its wash would be the river and I .
But Agtrid hail made the ar- "In any care.
any who traveled it.
rangements, and there, had Leen for me."
"Can you. be ready to take over went to talk to
we
what
"That's
accept
but
do
to
him
for
nothing
McQuestion boomed. tomorrow, get loaded and start
With IS good grace as possible. you about."Minis ball is a lucky the next morning ?" McQuestion
There had ler.r..-11. scrawled post- "Maybe that
us. Good men probed. "I'll make it worth your
script to her ndte. from Lomax break for both of
especially the while, boy. And every day counts
MeQuestton. saying'that he viapt.ed who know the riverMuddy - are mighty now, as no man will understand
to talk over some urgent butoness. upper Big
I've a boat I better than yoileself"
as he undeistood that his prospec- scarce these days.
Mountain snows were melting,
to Fort Benton, and
LIL' ABNER
tive son•tridaw was now tree torll want to send
stroke of luck feeding the smaller streams which
flew enterprise. The note had hint- I figured It was a
In turn emptied into the aladisum
You
boy.
my
Denny,
you.
about
of
command
ed that it entailed the
;;license and the Gallatin. the Jeffergem, the
-Jou CAN'T l'as AND-c"tiCKLE - THAT
!7-A-4 Is
the hest river packet In he Me- have both a captain's
Marian. the Milk, the liellowstirK.
Ipilqt's. I 'thaw."
WA$ GOODBYE. HIS
A FAITHFUL REFUSE TO LET
Question Ott
tor
upper
Missouri.
the
--feeders
into
Eaearness crept back
LAST GOODBYE!" TAKE
YOUP HOSTESS
HUSBIN
That had been a pleasurable
the
at
to
was
crest
time
travel
The
another
after
event
Ono
HIM INTO THE OPERATING
K ISS YOU
thrill, tor it conveyed • tacit ac- Bawls.
of these high oysters.
ROOM.
GOODBYE fr)
ceptance ot his pew status, and had Kept Mtn on the lower reaches
hesitated,
torn
between
Rawls
the hicteuest:on hodts were the of tne river too long. To get back desires. He had, hoped for several
pride of the rivers. This was the to Benton would he like returning days, perhaps week,, to be spent
first time that Rawls hr.,1 met Me- some.
"'There's nothing I'd like better, Ilene with Astrid. That would he
Question since Axtrid' had agreed
out of the question if he took this
to marr,y two. The second time Mr, if I can serve you," he admit- job A snatched hour or so-during pi-Swat
,
that they It's') r•Yer met, for that ted.
sort of an- the next day, perhaps - then he
the
That's
"Fine.
Matter.
would be gorte, for a period of
But now he knew a moment ot asset I like. As you know, they've months.
r
wonder that such a man as Mc- been making 6,-,nie rich gold strikes
But it he made a FOCCtAstol trip,
that
Question could be father to a girl up that Way of late. They say
at Virginia CIty and Alder the profits would be subritantial.
like AStrid. She war'as slenoler the ones
would hardly be nigMeQuestion
are among the tic-best ever
and fragile as a reed. MeQuestion, Gulch anywhere.
So It figure that gardly with his future sin-in-law.
found
man,
a
of
bear
a
vis
,
contrtud,d
by
delivered at He looked at Astrid. saw Ilier eager
Stubby: always smoking a black a cargo of supplies
worth a fortune. nod, and made up his mind.
pipe, always in need of .a shave. Benton will isbeready
"It you Say tomorr5w, tonio.-to take on a
Though he was dressed for the 2c- The Astrid
then Start the next row it is," he agreed.
emotion toinglt. clothes could T,,t load toinorrow,
(To fk 0,041;ff-rt.)
is •
change, him, and lw potted like morning. All that's been lacking
aS
Caption Mark Whotot toitviiist with
t• r.intalta to einbarasa Riser Dos!
ogitain Denny Rawls atitle he glace at
the eta Planters hotel on 111. Louis
The year C 18114. in the floaters gay
dieing hall Kathleen uarrlson intro
duce, herself to Rawls. silks him to
reinaln her cargo host "T..e Vartna"
to Ft Seaton. but Realm already t ao
a conimitinent Am they chat. Rawls
MeQUett WM her father
niancre.
eriet
Lomax KICQuent Ion Owner of evaViT
twee nett. and l'atitain Whirler.
them
greet
to
firer
walla!
Denny
As
1,V the two,
he is Jostled •nd
lie
rimming hired In (411h:tip)/
knoirks then, to the &wit.

THE FAA-Fe-y:6

I gal 43c

Trade In Your Old-6' Watch During Lindsey's
October Trade-In
Watch Sale.
We will allow you up

VOICE HEARD

Murray Machine & Tool Co
Phone 338

Copwisio 1052. loy At Cody
Shliiipoini by Kin. Ifoonorrn Synncete.

E. btl 21c

being mashed by sows. These
de tad be 8 inches high and it
inches from the wall all around the
n
t'areving
pen.
Another aid to saving large
ters is the sloping floor in the
farrowing pen. It shoold slope at'
inch to th,! foot, Such a :Icor is
especially valuable for use ,n conneat,on with crates to protect pigs

Made to Order
Oil or Gas Tanks

RI W&Iv**RIVER

Balls
can 35c

Let

10.05

All Star to 1:45
here s to Vets
News
Music for You
Music for You
Music for You

2:45 Wonderland of -Vision
3:00 Church of Christ to
4130:
Postcard Parade to' 5:011
500 Sports Parade
5 15- Teatime Topics
5:30 Tertime Topics

15
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By Ernie Bushmiller

SHE'S GOING AS
A MERMAID

2s,./sAo..../5_ &Inst.

rYOUN6

LADY---IF YOU WICLk,PUT
SEVERAL DROPS OF THIS-ER--HEALTH TONIC !N THE GLASS
OF WATER FAR
THE BRUNETTE-I'LL REWARD
YOU HANDSOMELY'

Con Pu 5,WAN/'Worm sr.a.ga.6s

Itaciaora Van Buren
HEALTI-1 TONIC, HUN '? SO WHAT'S
EVEN
Ne HARM IN ME 6ETTING
, NEALYNIE/1-'50---ItC
SAMPLE SOME.'.'
THAT REPULSIVE
OL.0 GOA T'LL
I NeVER MISS
IT:

r
I

d/

If

Al Capp

DOC? AN'
SO I'M GONNA ASSOOM DAT HAYSEED'S FACE,
-SOME
HE'S MARRIED --H1'-' I TaNK I'LL LOOK UP HIS WIFE
CY THEM HILL.
BILLY DOLLS
ARE REAL
BEAUTI ES!.

-

1. 1 ••• 00 -as
fs, u.sionnos iron.
ismAsar

-.rouse.

Coril r4PE D-(49/ Frf E

1.-

A.•

•
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e
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Aeschbacher Home
Scene Of Meeting
Cora Graves Circle

Armstrong's
INLAID LINOLEUM
LINOLEUM TILE

Mrs. W. D. Arsehbacher opaned
her home on South Eleventh Street
for the meeting of,the CoraGraves
Circle of the Wonian's Association
of the College Presbyterian Chinch
held Monday evening at seventhirty o'clock.
I "Let's Join the Human Race"
was the subject of the program
presented by Miss Grace Wyatt.
Mrs_ Russell Terhune. cheirmae
of the circle, presided at the
meeting.
Delicious refreshments ve e r
served by the hostess to the sixteen meinbers and twe guests.

I

CORK TILE
RUBBER TILE

•

CORK WALL
FREE ESTIMATES

Expert Installation

LAKEVIEW
DRWE-IN
Thursday and Friday
"Oh

PHONE

587

Spanna"

Adrian
Booth, Forrest Tucker

with

Rod

Cameron.

et) meeting held at lUrksey IOW) 'Mr. and Mrs. Herman 1101and.
Maid Highwey. Murray, announce
School Friday afternoon,
Those from Hacell attending the marria‘e of their daughter,
were Mrs. Wylie Parker, presi- Myrtleen, to Franklin Towery. son
dent, Mrs. Dewey Grogan, 'Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Lace Towery,
Alice Steely, Mrs. Ina Nesbitt Mayfield Route One.
Bro. Henry Hargis read the
Mrs. John Ton. Taylor. and Clyde
double ring ceremony at his home
Scarbrough. principal. The latter
on South 12th Street on Saturday,
was the guest speaker for the
September -27. at four-thirty o'clock
program.
in the afternoon.
The couple was attended by
Miss Nell Walker of Hazel and
Wsrdell• - Scroggins of Parthican.
The bride chose for her wedding
a light blue suit with navy' aeMr. -and Mrs. Ted McCuiston cessories and a corsage of white
The Hazel Junior Drill team %kill
officiate in the ceremonies and the were henored with a household carnations. Miss Walker was attried in a pink suit with br iwn SCMurray Juniors will
a special shower given by Miss Janice McCuiston assisted by Miss Glenda eessairies and a curs-age of white
drill.
chrysaritheelums.
Mrs. Curd has asked that all Sue Hughes and Miss Loretta McFollowin: a wedding supper in
Juniors be presert at seven -fifteen Cuiston at the home of Mrs. GarMayfield the couple left for a
o'clock as pictures will be madc die Jones on Saturday afternoon,
weddin it trip to Chattanooea, Tenn-,
October the fourth.
at that time.
•• •
Gaines were played with prizes Lookout Mountain and Memphis,
being presented to the hi/lowing Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Towerv will make
persons: Mrs. Hayford Henry, /erg
..lim McCuiston. Mrs. ,1... C. Dick their home with the bride's Psicnts for the present.
and Mrs. Dewey Lampkins.
Mrs. Towery is a graduate of
The couple was the recipient of
Hazel High School and now emThe home of Mrs. Robert g. many nice and useful gifts.
The hostesses served refresh- ployed by the ?Carona! Store.;. Inc.
Jones on North' 12th Street was
Mr. Towery received his dIscriarge
the scene of the meeting of the ments to the following' Mesdames trom the
Army after aerv,ne for
Business Women's Circle of' the Lee Reeves. Hugo Alexander, le the past "a
months in Germany
Woman's Missionary Society of the D. Jones, Arvin McCuiston, Clyde
• ••
First Baptist Church held Monday Smith, Dewey Lam pk ins, Lee
liumphries:. Milton Walston, Rayevening at seven-thirty o'clock.
Miss Ruth Houston was the ford Henry, Milton Outland. Susan
main speaker for the evening on IlleCuiston. L. C. Dick. Jim Methe program subject. "Christian Cuiston. Ofus Outland. Rudy Fitts
Citizenship.' Mrs. Myrtle .5. Wall Holmes Dunn. Cary Rose, 011is
Anderson, R. B. Schroeder, Garde".
was in charge of the preg;ein.
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
Mrs. Ethel Ward. chairman, pr-- Jones: Misses Ara McCuiston, MarAssociation of the
sided add Miss Lorene Sweinn led ibn. Alexander, Anna Belle Mc- the Woman's
Presbyterian Churca met
in prayer.
Cuiston. Brenda Anderson, Maicine College
two-thirter
The hostesses. Mrs Jenes moist Sehroader; and Master Ray Henry; Tuesday afternoon at
o'clock wth Mrs. Ada Hieibard.r
Mrs. Madelle Talent. screed re- and the honoree.
was
Sturgis
Mrs. Sam.McKee6t
tresiiments to the thirteen memUnable to attend but sending
guest speaker. In her pleasant
the
bers present.
gifts were Mesdames Ellis Dick,
Mrs. McKee told of many
•••
Marvin Houston. George th'yen, ways
intere4ting things from the 'uook
Thomas McCuiston. Jack MayDorcas and the advancement
field. Aubry lents. John 0. Cal- of
of woman's work.
houn, W. 0. Vauohn, Eurie GarThe devotion on the subject,
land, Cecil Fitts. Neal Elrooks. Ma.
"Christ The Word," was given by
son
Outland, Clarence Hunan, Mrs. F. D. Mellen.,
The Captain Wendell Oury chapter of the Daughters of ?tie Frank Overby. Dens Jones, HatMrs. Charlie Crawford, president.
tie
Boggess. George Hose, Charlie called the meeting to order and
American Revolution will hold
Heni
-y.
Elmer Wilkinson. Easter o
its regular rneetuig at the home
oranlm
eTh
eedres
l ursitnthre
osal
lis
peimtaabo
e,r,i
it f hta
miadea. rarib
of Mrs. J. D. 'Rowlett SaParday Hodge. James Rose. P. A. Hart.
E.
T
Curd. L. L. Spiceland, W. E. Alaska. Mrs. J. G. Weihing led
atterno‘n at two-thirty o'clock.
Mrs. W P. Roberts will. pre- Outland, Finis Thompson: Burley in prayer for the missienaries.
Scott.
R. L. Seaford; Misses Thelsent the program on "Christop'ner
During the social hour refresh'
ma Jones, Katie Line. Martha ments were served to the aeven
Columbus -Mary-Nair -JorfeZ.,
-Mrs-Leorr-firegarr- regent
wu
tr7:1-Fiell Boggess, At‘iche e
birs to at
all inemGraves. Orate and the vial•
Burton. Sue Thompson. 'Dortha tors. Miss Manon Crawford. Miss
Sue Stubblefield. Master Jerry :Nellie Wyatt and Mrs McKee.
•••
_Junior .Class at Nets --Cencord High School.
The rough crossings of the English Channel dreaded by generaJose de Acosta. a Sranish Jesuit tions of trivelers have been overmissionary, first de...el:bed the come on the new Brush railway
syndrome of mountain sickness vteemer Normarxhe by the use of
115904. called Acosta's disease.
' ingenious anti-rolling stabilizers.
A joist installation servers Will
be held by Woodmen Circle Grov.e
126 and Junior Grove .6 taa the
Murray Woman's Club haus, tcnight at seven thirty O'clock.
Installing officers for Grove 126
will be Mrs. Lois Waterfield, officer. Mrs. J. 0. Reeves, attendant, Mrs. Gatlin Clopton, chaplain, and Mrs. Bertha Jones, musician.
Junior igen/biting officers will
be gliate-Ginkini. MeKeol Curd. officer, Miss Peggy Outland, Attendant, and MISS Linda Hale, chap-

Ted McCuistons Are
Holored-A-t--Simsair
At Jones' Home

I

mr€41e)i
hom
say

MT general meeting of the Woman-a -Society of Chrlithin Service
of the First Methodist Church
was held at the church' Tuesday
afternoon at two-thirty o'clock.
Miss Alice Waters was .in charge
of the program on the subject,
"Home Missions Winning Human
Rights."
Talks on the chosen theme
were given by Mrs. Aubrey Fanner, Mrs Bryan Overcast and Mrs.
Goldia Meltedl Curd.
Mrs. F. E. Crawford gave the
devotion. "Saviour Like A Shepherd" and "Rise Up Oh Men of

RUCK

-

Til

MARION, O. (UP,--City council'
men were about to peas a curfew
lavp 'to keep the ;•oungaters off the
voted to
which the
streets only to ftnd such an ordithe District WSCS meetnig in
nance has been on the books for
February iti Murray
years. Enforcement of the law IS
Mrs. W. A. BM le dthe closing
up to parents, officers said.
prayer.

am+

FOR

•

48

It's the cream in Creamo Brand
Margarine that makes it bcst of tsIL

Business Women's
Circle Meets With
3Irs. Robert Jones

.1Irs. Sam McKee
'nest Speaker At
Ludwick MrPting

POILJIrPASS

God" , were the songs sung by
Miss Alice U'aters
the group.
Charge Program At The president. Mrs. V. E. Windsor
WSC-V.
the meeUng during
_ General Meet Preside& at grouphave

ELECT TM FAVORITE FOOD CANDIDATES- LIVE BITTER /OR LESS AT MOIR

II

Vile at Rregor... Le w Prises
, Mats Saremplig likbory is,&Moot

Tow Purchases ere Hie Votes
Tim Vat Is, Wheals(sedidetss

Mrs. Rowlett To.4e
Hostess At Meeting

.1•.••••••••••••/

RILEVS

Officers
Be. • IHazel Delegates
{Miss Holland And
Attend P7,1 Meet
Installed .Tonight
Franklin Towery
The Hazel High School was repritCIsob
Married
Recently
House
- --resented at..the HTA.County Coun-

, •
THURSDAY. (10.1013Eit 9,

,

,Mairmi•MEININERr_

Rogers have- been discharged from
the Army. They received their dtzch.irges on October 2. Both of
the boys served in Korea

Mrs. Sam McKee, president of
• ••
the West Kentucky Presbyterial, •Qene Thurmond is now at hon ••
was the guest speaker at thej after being discharged from the
Women's Guild. Mayfield. Tuesday. Army oq October
'2. ge is a
right She also spoke at the Jessie graduate Of Murray 'Fr a a n ii. g
Ludw rk Circle meeting in Murray School and served in Korea.
Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. McKee
•• •
Is the former Ella Weihin;.
Mrs.- William Adair and daughter
•••
Pat. of Stielfield. Ala.. -ire toe
tenith Rcniers and Char:es Ed guests of Mrs. Adair's parents,
Mr -and Mrs. Cuthee Dunn. Poplar Street.
• ••
Lt. 'Jacqueline Miller is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Ws. Claude
Miller. Lt. Miller. is enroute from
Boston. Mass.. to Texas where she
will be a lab technician.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston McKeel
and children. Nancy and BilL and
Mrs. Dawson Smith. all at Asheboro. N. "C., arrived Saterdiy for
a week's visit with. Mr. McKeel
and Mrs. Smith's paren's, Mr.
and Mrs Billy McKeel. and their
sister. Mrs. Golcha lalcKeel Curd.

L1NOTILE
ASPHALT TILE
LINO-WALL'

_

THE LEDGER & TIMM. =KRAL KENTUCKY

GREAT NORTHERN

KROGER --Red Sour Pitted

BEANS
9 '"' $1.00

CHERRIES
ti AA

NO I CANS

5

• FINE QUALIFY

SOFTENED

_

SILVER SKILLET

MAWS—

7

411 An,

TWICE-THRIFTY

CORNED BEEF HASII=:_
3 154"'$1.00

PRICE

CELLO PACK

•

FIG tms

NORTHERN TISSUE
12
ROLLS

2

$1.00

It
UI
U:1

G 49c

11,

Genuine LIZARD with Suede
"RALF and HALF PUMP"

angle
it's

At half the price you'd expect to pay!
•

StiPERI1,..ilEW rod."

laeautifal

$9.95

CHEF BOY-AR-DEF

Iowa

Sauce
With
Meat Balls
15',2 oz. can 35c

Country Sorghum
/
1 2 gal. S1.14
K`•

Here's the

new

STYLING

scheme to

make )our foot look
small...a heel look

ing

--

zoom-

and peerless performance!

tall...your ensemble
take as

• A

SUNBRITt.

2 cans 17c Catsup

Cleaner
MANHATTAN

Coffee

lb 92c Cigarettes

NORTHERN GROWN

lizard, Navy
Brown

with

RED TRIUMPH ___ ALL PURPOSE

POTATOES

with Brown.

Si seen in Glamour

FITIM WHITE HEAD-KRAL- I
They walk away with

fashion

50

Wt.

NAITO RICAN -SWEET

Cabbage .. 50 lb bag $1.69 Potatoes

honors

4
0 '
1-14
THE TOURNAMENT
I, Roomy or Ssiail Ilaba6 this,

SWEET APPLE
2

gal 43c

SLAB BACON LB. 390
Ground Beef
CAi.T 1E STYLE

lb 49c fryers

T.EAN

Pork Roast

" is smartly4tyled and compact...
nament
and long :ange
tone
yet it gives

the rich

114")^ IF MADE

Perfect for that "extra" radio
In a chcice of colors to match

your

kitchen,

every home!

Iiinty, French Green

lb 45c Whiting Fish

Wieners

lb 74.7c

Of gift giving

radio. An ideal gift for young or old ... for

—
' X WM FOR

I I.AVOR KIST

Crackers

lb pkg 28c

Swiftning

. 3 lb can 83c

now coccus Vld IHR

or Dawn Grey, only

$31.95.

. SAYING—MONEY SAYING

Furnitiire Company
hird Strad

It 39c

AtEssEl)

today!

"
bedroom, den, wherever you need an "extra

Sot-* . a

RPLK

quality

priced radios. Enjoy it in your home

\, •

fr
ba

lb 55c

' lb 39c Pork Sausage

reception you'd expect to receive only in higher-

Yee' right in ire', with
toeihetobte
Jocreelleie Jra.! With
Iii. snappy 2-color effect that's news
d•ess•vp look you wart
this Foil
IS an awl cure.on -platform wedge you
can wear ary hour, See ovr who'•
cone(' on wets, coif, Oren growls,
Necks Greens lads, Purples.

3 to 4 lb. pieces

CPI UP FRAY PACKED

BIG IN VALUE...LOW IN COST!
Now you can have famous.Zenith Quality at
an unbelievably low. price! The Zenith "Tour-

Little-ton's

-

L.aints

HICKORY SMOKED, SUGAR CURED ____

MID-HI
WEDGES
es seen •ri Glamour

KERT ;

lb 15c

2 lbs 25c Cider

Apples

••..

$1.79

LB. BAG

Approx.

ILI INOIS GROWN-GOLDEN DELICIOUS

4

ctn $1.55

rich! Black

or Green suede with Grey

Red,

12 oz. btl 21c

• -•

Phone 381

•
CP.ME-IN.FOI A FREE DEMOWSTRATION
L,

GRAND PRIZE IN TM X1t0Gra,corm Ilf(1100 COMM!

Woci
Wax Paper

or

P5I11 10V S Ififfft

FREE

FOOD

YEAR

125' roll 27c sr a (capful), of low
•

BAB-0'

2 cans 25c

giffr
t""" 001(1 1°13

•

f01 of food
IOC VIII vatic ros s WIIKS *ft;S30
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25 "„%;::' FREEZERS

5,00 CORY
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(Ult.-City counell•
t to 'Jess a curfew

seotringsters off tho
find such an otelii on the books for
tent of the law is
-Racers said.

CLASSIFIED ADS
ER*Sit 1

3c per ward, minimum aarga
SOc for 17 words. Temp each it
advancer, for each imserties6

1

FOR SALE: One chinnel 4. tele•
vision aerial, $25.00 cash. Phone
484 or tee George Fielde: this FOR SALE: I used Frigidaire refrigerator -$115.00.
s,ekeriel.
1 used Prigidelie- refrigerator
-$85.00.
SALE: Otie tRied_
furnace. Phone 908-W-3. 010e I used Crosby refrigerator -$59.95
FOR SALE: 5 room tutu* on 75x
I used Norge refriaerator--$07.50
155 lot. GI Loan----See at 205
used electric washers from
South 13th at.
tie
-$29.95 to $59.95.

%Leh, the fall-farrossing seastaa
at hand, Grady Sellards of the Uk
Cc Rege of Agriculture and l'eseei
ECUI101TliCS discusses ways to se ei
pigs. She fait three a. y F. he
notes, -is the most critical pe::sti
for a pig. If he lives for three days
he probably will get along all
rieht. Sonle peints made by Sell-

and Found
- J

f..09'
/OH SALA: ..Thp hay, $1.130 petbale at field. L. J. RBI, four
miles South Lynn Grove. call LOST: Black and white C...eker
580. Manly, or H. W. F,ster
Spaniel, Reward. Robert huff,
.hrouili Harris Grove
010c
206 N. 15th St Phone 1784
la

I

Phone

Dial
_
Friday. 0.-lobe,' 10, 195!
Gin lain Fair

100 All Star to 1:45
145 Here s to Vets
2:00 News
2:05 Music for You
2:15 Music for You
2:30 Music for You

S 15 Farm Fair
6.30 Hymn Time
55

Callostsy Capers
News

• IC adorning Cheer
:.15 Clock Watcher

245
3:00
4:00
5:00
5.15
5:30

So 8:oo
00
6:13

News
Morning Devotioa

.;0 Organ Reveries
IS Varszie Quiz Shove
-.J0 Momenta of Lievution
.;
Melody Time

IASH

oo

MOO

10.05 Rural Itaraus
14:15 Rural Rhythm

10.30 Lean Sack and

Listen
10:45 Lean Back and Limas
11:00 13410 club
11:15 1340 stub

\

1 ,els

ice

.79.
. lb 15c
gal 43c

190
55c

. W 39c
. lb 17c
milINN

COW tit
Writs

EZERS

matter.
But now hr knew a moment of
wonder that- such a man as McQuestiole Iftltlid be falfiTor to a girl
Asteri She Was as zlender
and fragile as a reed.' MeQueation,
by contrast, Wasa bear of a man,
stubby, alv:ay's snioking a black
pipe, always in need of a shave.
Though he was dressedsfor the occasion tiniisee, clothes could not
Change 'him, amid he looked like

30

saov.000
° Pew

cH EVROLET

!
\\``

AG,
4.LOOP
VI/OPERA' 1

eel

See us bef re you
sign an order
•;/ See the fine
features that pith,
Chevrolet offers
figure the savin s that
our prices provide
Naturally, you

want to get the
Find out how
most you cm
for your
much farther
money.
your Money
you get in
goes here.
Chevrolet. Comparyou'll know
what you have toCheck what
why more
pay. Then
people are
other car. So
come in and see us buying Chevrolets than any
now for the
deal you

11

deserve!

ns.

b•outilul Lin Air
s.dtendad •
(Coott;noteion
,;pntott, onj
•;
ft',
,s
d••••••41 oft
• trto,ortol.1
avodritility

t

<

MAGIC LOOP S-T-R-E-T-C-P
AROUND THE AN" .

News
Listeners Request
Listeners Illeque,d.
Listeners Request
Sign Oif

_LOOK'. LOOK!
WILL PAY THIS WEEK

P.

110e,
Country Hams
eayy. Heti,
Leghorn,
• 12e
Cott.
3Sc
Irled•
nrghest Market.ric for
Hides and Hama
mem subject te change Witheall

-Viiy feet aelitin er care

notice

Kelley's Produce
Phone 441
South 13th St.
Residence Phone 441

12:30 Church of Chrtel

CII A PTER FOUR
IT HAD teen only a week since
flawls had seen Astrid, but it had
stretched like yeara. That hntl been
▪ nundrNI miles up the Missouri.
and theirs had been a whirlwind
courtship in the precedingeeloye- It
had lasted just three weeks- -three
of the most souleshaking weeks
that he had ever dreamed of Perhaps he flail swept her off her feet
With his ardency, just -as her sum
kissed beauty, from a winter spent
at Memphis, had worked change in
.
how.
One evening. under a bright
ring of moon...she'd given him her
teomixe. The next day he'd teen
called to duty and she had started
the Worn journey. In the days be'
tween, he hild lived for this'snext
meeting. Cvhen he would Again be
able- to hold her in his arms. Cie.tainlyeas hadn't intended for it to
be in an public a place. or with a
friend of thc family along. It was
bad enough to nave Lomax MeQuestion for cnaperdar •
But Antrid had mode the arrangements, and there had teen
nothing for him to do but *Ccer
With as good user as possible.
There had heen'a scrawled post,..geript to her note, from Lomax
Ifcesuestion, saying that he wanted
, to talk over some urgent business.
in he understood that his prospective son-in-law was now free for a
new enterprise. The note had hinted that it entaileitt the command of
the best river packet in `the McQuest ion re et
That had been, a pleasurable
thrill. (Or it conveyed a tacit acceptance of his new status, and
the MeQuestion boats were the
pride of tee rivers. This was the
first time that Rawls reel met MeQuestion since Meted had agreed
to marry him.' The second time
that they hae ever met, for that

g-mtgo_ear-Jicz:varscrl--seinzim

Phone 338

Corr**, 1153. by Al teats
Olewoesse lay Rea Issewes Sneaks%

. en' ul the stevedores on fin own
at NOrtillst
Captitin Mark WHIM./ tolutpties with boats. Uut looks could be decoy!at; t.ifIlatos to ember's* River Boat ing, for Lomax McQuestion was a
t aptain Denny Rawls while he Moss at
Lents name to conjure with here in St.
the old Planters hotel is
pay Louis. or anywhere along the river.
The year ta GM. In tee'Plastersintro.1,nweet-itall K•thleen Garrison
Astrid had written that her (ahim Ito
duces herself to Rawls. asks Vartna"
"Tt.e
ther halt raised no objections to
captain bee carer;
#,, r# Benton. but Rawls already leo their engagement. That was fair
• commit! omt As they chat. Rawls of him. for while Denny Rawls was
her father
fitancee. AstriJ etrQuevflon. uf
a "rest also • well-knee/el name on the
Lomas alcQuestion owher
r;ver Beet. an.1 Captain Whirler. Nth* river, certainly he had little to ofAs Denny **Its ewer to greet them
the two fer a girl in the way of material
I. in Jostled and Insulted Ityhim.
Ile things.
ruftlen• hired to emhatasa
knot ha them to the floor.
"You seemed to be limping, Den- --

An $1.55

Is

Wonderland of Vision
Church of Christ to 4:00
Fos:card Parade' to 5:00
Sports Parade
Teatime Topics
Tertime Topiei

AL C0DY

btl 21c

INS

JUAN M. DIAZ, publishing partnet
of slain Andres Requena,is ahow*
with his villa, Leticia, in their
New York home after he received
a threatening phone call saying
"he was next." Diaz, co-editor of
the Spanish language pamphlet,
"De Petrie," critical of the Tett
jibe) regime of the Dominican Republic, told the F.B.I. that Requena's death was politically inspired. A Dominican official said
that Requena was killed by "foqly
'Internal' ,/
er friends."

FOR IIDDENPRIFVER

Balls
can 35c

.

10:00
10:15
10 30
10:45
11.00

UP) 'GREENWICH, Conn.
Town court officials claimed ei
have engaged the youngest court
interpreter on record. David Dugave was called in to speak for
his father, who did not speak English. David is 10.

Made to Order
Oil or Gas Tanks
Murray Machine & Tcy#I Co

5:45 Sagebrush Serenade
600 News
615 Between the 'Lutes
.6. - Weja_tErri- CiftWil6:45 Western Caravan
7:00 From the Bandstand
7:15 From the Bandstand
ruuth-tli Foreseise_
7:45 Murray High - Bowling
Green Football 'game to I0:00

lAyste#y -1111wsgpo#
News'

11.30 k awarite N'oeals
11.45 Harvester Hymn.lirie
12.00 News
12:15 Noontime Frolics
12.45 Luncheen Music
--

_se

Another aid to saving large lit',,
lers is the. sloping floor in the
farrowing -pep. It should slope Lie
inch to the foot. Such a :Icor is
me:Nally valueble for use in connterien with crates to protect pigs

e Sure You Get
You Deserve!

immemer

1340 WNBS 1340

Trade In Your Old
Watch During Lindsey's
October Trade-In
Watch Sale.
We will allow you up
to $17.50 for your old
wtch on .one of these
new Hamiltons.

YOUNG VOICE HEARD

after :sows haVe been taken out of
the crates. Where the floor is slopCorn put in silos in Livingstoia !
ing, sows lie with their backs up county was so lacking in moisture'
ate-.15hill and the pile eavitate to the that trons- 50 to 75 gallons of wates
Fi'ireowine crates ere being wide- bottom of the slope, out of he
were required per ton cf
ly used by hog raisers. They are way of the sows
not difficult to make and are almeat insurance againsl pig losses.
The sew should be kept in the
(rote 10 'days to two weeks. See
a county agent for plans.
1Lmt lami,s help to save pies.
A lamp can be Mites over the
corner of the farrowifig pen, fenced off to keep the sow out. A
pig hover is still better. A -EiSsair
I1 bs made by cutting in two a
metal drub. A door can be made at
the bottom,6 by 8 inches and o
hole put in the top through which
a rubber socket can be suspended
A 150-•katt bulb furnishes enough
heat. Use hovers a few days tu
week, reducing the heat gradually.
Guerd rails protecting pies from

All appliances are reconditioned
and fully guaraneed. Johnsos
Appliance Co. Phone 56.
010e

For The Best In Radio Entertainment
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tIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

mashed by Sows. There
Here-Are Some Wmui being
ihr uld be 8 inches high and
Macs from the wall all areund the
To Save Fall Pigs
firreeeing pen.

FOR SALE: Garage apar.ment
also, some nice lots on Woodlawn Phone 1057-W. Fred McClure.
09p

IOR SALE: Universal electric
range. on legs--nic;.• looking good condition 550.00. J;IIIIPS W.
Thurmond, 503 Broad, Phone
879-W.
010p

&

TEl MIMES

a man who knows the upper Here.
a man I can depend on to handle
her."
Rawls knew what he meant.
The Big Muddy was always a
treacherous stream for a river
boat. Filled with hidden sawyers,
bars,
constantly shifting sand
changing banks, and tricky currents, It was one of the most ditactin of all navigable streams,
even in normal times. And these
times were far from ordinary.
All the way along the Missouri
ny." Astrid commented, breaking now were men who felt, In one re.
a silence in danger of becoming spect at least, as he believed-that
strained. "Or did 1 Imagine It 7" the South was losing the war, and
Rawls shrugged in light dismis- that it was only a question of Bine.
sal. "That's from • Minie ball in and not too much of that, until the
my font, a few months back," he end of the struggle. But many of
explatnea. "It only bothers me in them, unlike himself, sympathized
weather like this. In • way, it's a with the calls(' of Use Confederacy.
good thing. I can't march an well A lot of them hoped passionately.
now, which is why I'm out of the for sonic miracle that would give
Army. At first, I was disappointed. the Smith a new lease on life, and
But the war, as I see it, is pretty they were ready to do anything
well over. It's only a matter of they could to hinder the Yankees,
time, now. This way, I can get Many of their acts were contingent
back on the river, and that's what on the principle that enough pinpricks could mount up to an age
t like."
Ile waa_swiselous of the sudden gravation that might prove a seriahem serutiny in the eyes of all ous diversion,
;hat attitude oft( n meant trouthree, of the hush of attention from
those at qtrighbOring tables as he bit for boats' carrying supplies on
gave his opintati. St. Louis wae the river. In addition there w .1
- the more ominous threat of Indian
still it Southern city at heart.
"So that's your °Oman. is it - trouble. fled Cloud prel his warthat the war's about ended?" riors were on the warpath, and a
Whiner demanded, and there was smouldering brand might burst at
a truculent note to hut voice. "I'm any time into a conflagration to
sweep across a thousand miles of
afraid you're optimistic, sir."
-maybe." Rawls 'Mugged again. mountain and prairie. Caught in
"In any case. it aroma to be over Its Wash would be the riS'er and
any who traveled it.
,
for me."
"Can you be ready to take over
-That's what we want to talk to
you about," eleQuestion boomed. tomorrow, get loaded and start
the
next morning ?" MeQuestion
-.Maybe thit Minle ball Is a lucky
break for bnth of us. Good men probed. "I'll make ft worth your
who know the river-especially the while, boy. And every day counts
tipper Big Muddy - are mighty now, as no man will understand
scarce these days. I've a boat I better than yolieself:"
Mountain snows were melting,
want to send to Fort Benton. and
I figured it was • stroke of luck feeding the small( r streams which
About MI, Denny, my boy. You In turn emptied into the Madison.
have both • captain's license and the Gallatin. the Jefferson, the
Maria., the Milk. the Yellowstone
O pilet•s. I knew.'
Eagerness crept back into -feeders tor the upper Missouri.
time to travel was at the crest
The
Rawls. One event after another
high waters.
hat) kept him on the lower reaches of theite
Rawls hesitated, torn between
of the river too long. To get back
to Benton would be like returning desiren. He had hoped for several
days. perhaps weeks, to be eperit
home.
"There's nothing /11- like better, Iteee with Ash ii. That would he
sir, if I can WV* YOU," he admit- out of the question if he took this
job. A matched hour or ao during
ted.
"Fine. That's the sort of an• the next Triy, perhaps - then he
swer I like. As you know, they've would be gone, for a period of
been Making asnie rich gold strikes months.
But if he made a SUCCessful trip,
up that way of late. They say that
profits would be substantial.
the ones at Virginia City and Alder the
Gulch are among the richest ever ateQuestion would Jiardly be nigfound anywhere. So I figure that gardly with bin futhrea n-In-law.
Ile looked at Astrid, saw her eager
a cargo of supplies delivered at
and made up his mind,
Benton Will he worth a fortune. nod,
"It you say tomorrow, tom es.
The Astrid is ready to take ow a
it is," he agreed..
load tomorrow, then start the'Aeet row
(To nc cm:tiro:1rd)
morning. All that's been lacking is

Bumpers'eXclusi%e Magic Loop
sse•es he s at the ankle presides for Inner support,
without binding. Wedge Heel
assures correct body bilarice.
Bumpers are smooth irside • cradle tiny feet comfortshiy.
Ages 1 to 4.

More

EXCLUSIVE
WITH THESE CHEVROLET FEATURES

sion (optional at cola co,0 • Body by
Fisher • Centeipoise Power • Safety

SEE WHAT
YOU SAVE

$4.25

1 Engine

powerful Valve-i,

SEE WHAT_YOU GAIN

WITH THE

FAMILY

with Powerglide Automatic Transmis-

Plate Glass all around with 17-Z-Eye
IW4 gaits (dptional at extra cost) • Largest Brakes ;n its geld • Unitized
Knee-Action Ride.

LowestoPriced Line in its Field!
PORTER MOTOR COMPANY

SHOE STORE

Kentucky

Murray

Glenn C.'Wooden Owner

By Ernie Buihmiller

NANCY
HE'S TAKING'
A WAG-ON TO
CTH E COSTUME
PARTY

LOOK AT
SLUGGO

WONDER WHY?

SHE'S GOING AS
A MERMAID

NANCY
CAN'T
WALK
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By Raebant Van Buren •
LTH TONIC, HUH T.50 WHAT'S
.f HARM l/'4 ME 6ETTIN6 EVEN
HEALTHIER--'50--I'LL

ABBIE an' SLATS
ocrisiF`t 'PYOUNe
(7#E EffErrf
SEvERAL
ARE
CA.
eAshpwAvo

FOOLISH

acc.'.1761.5eiduarSLIP

IM FLING A

Nr-R A NEW GIV5F-CR .5.4trfa Caffe.
OUT AA'/7.'') EREXGUSE ME

LITTLE DIZZY.'

LADY--W YOU WILL PL47
DROPS OF THIS- ER --

COPS

EL/X/R

‘NO7A/
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"
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a• 9
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Of -a. nous tototto4

HEALTH TONIC 1I4 THE
OF WATER FOR
THE BRUNETTE --

I'LL

REWARD

YOU HANDSOMELY'
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SAMPLE SOME::
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A FAITHFUL,
Husaltift-

OUCH!!
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-you CAN'T

1••.
REFUSE -to LET
HOSTESS

'YOUR
Kiss -you
GOODBYE

)

AND-colucKLE

- THAT

MIAS GOODBYE. I-115
LAST GOODBYE!!TAKE
HIM INTO THE OPERATING
ROOM.

Al Capp

FACE,HU1-I, DOC? AN'
HE'S MARRIED-A./API- I T'INK I'LL. LOOK UP HIS WIFE-SOME
0'THEM 1-41LLBILLY DOLLS
ARE REAL
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The proposed additia nal ima
is designed tel raise tne in
of foreign wool to the point wher.
it *Ill no longer force the domestic ci op into support Loma.
USDA spokesmen s iy the
-pound Li
teen-and-a-la:11f cents_
should be flexible- teey want •
tried for one month, ard th
nosed or lowered
Farm fires last yea: caused an
ar.d
fatalities
3,5410
estimated
f1000.000 000 priiperty damage.

tee

is

-

VAIISITY
FRI. and

Alr
i
l t
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IAs4
11:41: S
-ALZBUIN!

ontions. The decline hat been going Ion.
!in since 1947 but seems to be lac- nism's early 4:I•3p and the son of a
member of the French Commune
celerating.
movement, of 1871; wanted to .to
,
For example. Humanite, the big all out in the riotous dernionstoo •
Red daily in Paris. nas dropped tains against General Ridgeway
from 400.000 to 190 000 daily. Some when the New North Atlantic'
I Of the 'provincial Red papers have commander arrived in Paris last'
dwindled to almost nothing and a summer.
number of Communist weeklies
Maryt's militancy ran lquarely
(ley, ted to the arts, the theatre into the tough measures of Preand such have folded up.
By Leroy Pope
mier Pinay. It got scholarly depuThe party's appeat to the work- ty Communist leader Jacques Ducorrespondents
n,
American
Franat. ssjr tlam power of., tya. ers. though, is net based entirely des thrown in jail for a tew d.iya,
1-- ccrich Coninitinist'id.ty :a.: stead'.0n. the faer that it supports all —and It ;evealed that the rank
:.y diminishing even though 7ts strikes and all demands tor wage and file of the party no lanai"
Airg strength doesn't Seem to be increases and more job security. will go out for those rock-throwTo a very large degree. the French ing affairs.
What appears . to be happening
workman looks on tOi CommuAs a result, Marty and Tillon
:s that the French Reds are !casino
nist party as a check on what he were demoted—on tek graphed n:
!heir militancy. However. so fir
as dangerous 'militarist den of the official, party leade...
eo new politic-el .. party has - ap- regards
tendencies in old line ?wen pol- Maurice Thorez. who h is *peat thc•
peared to attract the totes of the
iticians and as check on ,the ten- last two years conval - wing from
oiree number of French workmen
dency of tbe other parties ki aC.- an illness in Moscow.
who mark their ballot Red becept dictation front dfauneton.
Marty and Tillon now are facing
cause they believe the Cosornunisrs
ire France's only mititatt labor
The party leadership has recog. the second phase of their disgrace
tort%
I nized the decline in miLtancy by' Charges have been brought against
Wit the purely political aspect* the rank and file and accepted it them that they looted the party I
, f the Communist - program and -- with disasterous results to the treasury. This is a quite unusual
the
party
ai. an
organization more militant leaders. That seems method of piling on things when
rly is losing its appeal. This is to be the inside story of th.; re- the Red high command decides a'
77. by
the continued decline cent demotion of French Red lead former leader must _bo thoroughly
-I
Red publi- ers Andre Marty and Charles Til.I discredited.
I
And the purging of Marty an:1
- - - Tillon has many other Red party
I officials in PO-milee quaking in their 1
shoes. They know two purge•tt, ti
will not be enough. Thoiez and
Duclos can't afford to do things!
by halves. Lots of the small lead- ,
ers of the more militant wing at
the French Red party will go.
:
And that's all to the good for the
French.
—

Power Of
French Reds
11111111S 1111ff
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NOTICE

•
• Murray
Motors is pleased to announce the

DIPLOM
COURIER
triONE

appointment of
Mr. C. J. (John) Farmer
as Sales Manager

-CrOCIA

Jchn invites all his many friends in Murray and
Calloway County to call on him at

POWER • NEAL
McNALLY •itri
oitt•

MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.

2cx

-

PLAYING NOW
Glenn Ford in
"YOUNG MAN
WITH IDEAS"
with Ruth Roman
T.
.

Your Friendly Ford Dealer
PHONE 170 or 404
;f-15 West

Main.

murray,.Ky.

• se

Get Your

Anti - Freeze
NOW

SAVE!
0'

G.E. Mixer Ito
Complete

with

lightweight?
Automatic!

Bowls

and

Juicer Attachment
Reg. $39.75
Sale Price -

$27.95

PLIER and.
SCREWDRIVER SET

FULLY AUTOMAnC

IRON

Complete with sidoeutting plasm. Automatic thermostat for all fabrics.
chuck type plastic screwdriver. 3 Chrome plated top, plastic handle.
hatercriongeabi• blades-Plastic case. Complete with cord UL approved.
ANOTKER GOODYEAR VALUE
ANIOTHER GOODYEAR -VALUE

All Metal Ironing Board, reg. $8.95, now
$6.88
Car er•Zzactor Battery Special
$9.95 exchange
6.79-15 4-Ply Goodyear Tires
30 to be sold at this price ---- only $13.82, taxisciwded
BUY NOW_and SAVE!

Use Our Lay-A-Way Plan

Rugged•Long Wearing? Night Driving Aid!

Fir.tshl
Ourebk Citron,*

sPf(1.41
/4 95
2,80

t

41ot'
• •
-Os
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Grains High
In Current
Crop Year
By United Preen
The agriculture department sa7o
world production of barley- and
oats in the current crop year is
estimated at about 131 million
short tons.
That's about the level of 195:
production, and above the crop•
of most other recent years. ia
Europe. where barley is mor•
important than in this country.
procloction is twenty-one perm t
over pre-war levels.
Canada reports an all-time reeord crop of 295 million bushel'
American barley
production oi
estimated at about 221 t.milliol
bushels, a little below last year',
crop.
Production of oats is reported up
sharply in North America and down in other producing rocas.
USDA says Russia appears to be
the only exception te reports of
world-wide increases in combined
barley and oat prod-action The
Soviet Union. according to the beet
information our experts can get.
has reduced acreage of both crop:"
Observers in Washington say
members of the federal trade cornmission will take A direct hand in
an investigation of what happens
to the retail food dollar.
President Truman asked for the
study last week, akin'. with several other spec i il economic surveys
Trade commission members generally turn over the work of as
sembling inforjnation and figares
to a technical staff. In this rase;
however, the members are said to:
feel they must take a personal'
hand.
The commissioners know they'll'
he responsible for whatever report
their experts prepare And observ-:
era say the officials realize a given
.et of fieures could be interpreted
or several different, ways.
Since they'll be responsible for
the mutt, the commissioners sp
parently 'want to take pers.,npl
control over the important perflori•
inary steps as well as the final
conclusions.
Wool producers, importers aril
from Monday, to make final argu•
other „creeps interested In wool
have been given until one seek
, mente on a proposal td raise import duties
The federal tariff commiseem
kid a. three-day hearing on tho
subject in' Washington last weeic
Agriculture departthent officials
have asked for an additional import- fee of sixteen iind-a-half cent.;
a pound on foreign wool.
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FREE GROCERIES EVERY HOUR
YES FOLKS, we are giving a free basket of groceries away every hour on SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11.
We are doing this in observance of the store's being under the new ownership of Philip Mitchell. Phil
has bought the store from Rudolph Thurman and will continue to bring you the best in fresh meat, groceries and dairy products.
Make it a point to come in Saturday, October 11, and register for the baskets.

FREE CANDY and.WM FOR THE KIDS When Accompanied by Their Parents.
• SHOP THE ECONOMY FOR THE BEST

•

POTATOES. U.S. No.1 Cobblers Washed 10 lbs. 39c
LETTUCE Large Firm Heads
2 for 29c
CABBAGE
lb. 5c.
Firm Green Heads
CARROTS California
Large Bunches each 10c
LEMONS
Sunkist'
dozen
39c
_

Baby Lima and Green Beans

Salmon, No. rTall can

39c

Oleo,Colored Quarters, lb.

23c

Sugar, Godchaux, 10 lbs. . . . ...

99c

. 19c Heinz Baby Food,3 for

Broccoli and Spinach

VALUE

FULLY AUTOMATIC

TOASTER

with REAR VIEW MIRROR
-JaTIc
Feel
bereo uni!
Attractive design in gleaming, durin any -orseocrr-ltuatia 4 - •rar.
able &mane finish Buy no at this
Chrsm., h:f71411 nadir
low law price UL crpprovedr
ANOTHER GOODYEAR
: •
ANOTHER GOODYEAR VALUE

Visit Our 'Nos

Bike_Repair Shop

BILBREY'S GOODYEAR STORE
tAR

and HOME SUPPLY
}00:1
roe

SIR-GUN TRAP
ON STAGECOACH
TRAM Y./

Whip
WILSO

23c

Strawberries, Sliced

19c Coffee, Maxwell
House, lb.
19c
Toilet Tissue, Waldorf,3 for
19c
Tide, large size box
42c
PVerinium Crackers, pound box
45c

Blackberries in Syrup

23c

Kale and Okra
Sealed Sweet Orange Juice
Peaches, Sliced, Birdseye

Cherries, Red Pitted, in Syrup .

. 33c

Chicken Pot Pie, Mortons

46c

Beef Pot Pie, Mortons

52€

3-

89c
29c
28c
25c

4

geucrougetri-lP
Ill"
00,14447; „Jilt

PLENTY OF OYSTERS
Standards and Selects
SMOKED JOWLS
Sugar Cured
lb. 19c
WEINERS
1 pound Cello
lb. 49c
TENDERIZED HAMS Sausage, our own make, lb.
'48.4,--soltIpno,Shank End, lb.
49c Bologna, any amount, lb.
&a
,• Bones, meaty, lb.
:
4'."--a---7: Whole, 10-14 lb.
f average
59c Pork Liver;fresh, lb.
Wortlunore Bacon,Sliced, lb.
FIELD'S READY TO EAT'PICNIC HAMS, pound
DERBY CHILI CON CARNE, 1 pound can for
Paying Highest Market Price for Country Smoked Hams
And Bacon.
Will Pay 45c Cash or 48c in Trade for Med.& Lge. Eggs
30c Cailh or 33c in Trade for Pullet Eggs
.0'

3.

ROBE
.•

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 14V;2

TILE LEDGER A TTMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
"
Marty, a 'veteran' bf Corninu-,

PAC F. STN.

39c
35c
19c
35
. 49c
39c
29c

ECONOMY GROCERY
Main Street'

Phil M itchell

Telephone 130

•

